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Welcome to the OSR 
ith this second edition of the Oxford Strategy Review, our team tackles one of the greatest 
challenges of the coming century – the return of China to the global stage, and the 

implications for the world around us. 

How governments, businesses, and institutions from across civic society address China’s role in the 

world will shape the next several decades. That China’s economy has caught up with the rest of Asia 
is hugely welcome, and that process has lifted millions out of poverty, despite some of the most 

damaging policies of the Chinese Communist Party. China may remain a middle-income country – 
and one with significant demographic, economic, social and environmental headwinds – but the 

world is struggling to work out how to engage with an economy of China’s scale whilst it remains 
under heavy-handed, one-party rule. Taiwan, as a prosperous, democratic, Chinese economy, 

stands as an example of what success could look like. From climate change to coronavirus, and from 

technology to human rights, though, the implications of failure could be enormous. 

The Oxford Strategy Review is a new, student-led journal which will bring the best of Oxford thinking 

to the most pressing questions in corporate strategy, international affairs, the global economy, and 
the future challenges we all face. The OSR is run by Oxford students, and publishes contributions 

from the student body, researchers, alumni and others associated with the university. Our editorial 
team is drawn from across the university, including undergraduates reading for degrees in 

Philosophy, Politics and Economics, and graduates at our schools of Business and of Government. 
Our audience is global, reaching out to all those with an interest in these topics – in business, within 

government, across academia, and in organisations and institutions across civic society. 

We and our contributors address questions across four areas of challenge and opportunity – on 

corporate strategy, international affairs, the global economy, and a wide range of future challenges. 
On corporate strategy, we focus on fundamental forces and how corporates, institutions and 

governments are responding to them. On international affairs, we lead with analysis of the leading 

challenges in global politics, governance, security, and international relations. On the global 
economy, we address emerging trends and disruptions in global economics, trade, and technology. 

And on future challenges, we tackle the multiple threats and opportunities faced by governments, 
corporations and institutions, and the potential solutions they might adopt. Our team will look to 

address topics in each of these areas, and at their intersections, looking for new ideas which reach 
across different fields. 

We’d like you to play a part in all of this as well – by engaging with us on these topics, by contributing 
content, and by helping us to reach out to our growing audience around the world. Welcome to the 

Oxford Strategy Review. 

James Dancer 

Chair, Oxford University Alumni Board  
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Editorial: Peak China? 
 Since the start of the 21st century, China has often been given the moniker of ‘sleeping 

dragon’: an economic powerhouse without the hard bite of a top-tier military - strong but docile. 

A post-2008 policy shift, however, has awoken the dragon and transformed a regional player, 

averse to confrontation, into an outward-facing superpower with designs on global influence 

and control to rival the United States. Its irredentist military and economic ambitions in the 

South China Sea and by way of the Belt and Road Initiative, are but a few flagship prongs of its 

hegemonic aspirations. The awakening of this ambitious, determined, and capable superpower 

provoked the (in)famous 2013 American pivot to the Asia-Pacific, and raised countless pressing 

and important questions regarding the loci of power in this unbalanced world order. For many 

of these, the world has yet to find a satisfactory answer. 

Comparisons with the Cold War are as easy as they are inadequate. The rivalry between the 

US and USSR had a primarily political (but often militaristic) character, as the two superpowers 

struggled for ideological primacy in regional theatres across the world. Liberal capitalism vied 

with authoritarian communism, as each attempted to one-up the other with scientific and 

military feats that would demonstrate the superiority of their own socioeconomic model. 

Today, on the other hand, we see no proxy wars between the US and China, with competition 

largely pragmatic rather than ideological. The rivalry between the modern-day superpowers is, 

above all, economic: Chinese and American goods compete in global markets in a way that 

Soviet and American goods did not. The aggressive foreign policy manoeuvres observed in the 

second half of the Twentieth Century remain on display; yet, China’s efforts to establish 

influence have not been built upon the spread of socialism and the civil wars and revolutions 

that characterised the rise of the USSR. Instead, it expends power through the utilisation of its 

economic might, through the dispensation of loans, infrastructure projects, and a reliable supply 

of labour. Moreover, never during the Cold War was the USSR so tightly integrated into the 

world economy as China is today, an authoritarian state which cannot be ignored, but presents 

a moral quandary for any Western democratic nation that pursues engagement. 

Consequently, the questions that China poses are distinct from the debates that dominated 

global politics and strategy during the Cold War, and remain broadly unique. These questions 

traverse the categories of international affairs and global economy. China’s exploits around the 

globe have forced states to reassess their relationship with the new superpower. Excessive 

hostility risks the creation of a powerful and vengeful enemy, whilst a laissez-faire approach risks 

emboldening an expansionist regime with questionable intentions and an unpredictable record 



 

 

in the international arena. China’s rapid military modernisation, including expansion of its 

nuclear arsenal and forays into space, have stoked tensions with the United States and its allies 

in the Asia-Pacific, at times causing political ruptures in the West. Meanwhile, the rapid 

international expansion of Chinese tech companies such as Huawei and TikTok raises pertinent 

questions for their integration into the global economy; not least whether they should be 

welcomed with open arms, or whether - as in the UK and US, among others - security concerns 

should generate suspicion or even downright hostility.  

What’s more, China’s growing significance as a market for Western goods necessitates 

developments in the corporate strategy of firms stuck on the other side of this growing divide. 

Catering to the Chinese market entails compromises on a range of issues, from data security to 

human rights, and ultimately renders a company beholden to the authority of the Chinese 

government and the nationalistic sentiments of its consumers. Serving both will require toeing 

a fine line between East and West in an increasingly polarised world. 

Finally, China’s reticence to engage with the kind of radical carbon emissions targets now 

common in the West poses governments around the world with an unavoidable problem. Even 

in the midst of a new era of great power competition, any attempt to avert the existential threat 

of climate change remains implausible without the cooperation of the world’s biggest polluter. 

Securing cooperation from the PRC to tackle this, and other future challenges, thus represents 

a new and critical front in the evolving sphere of international relations.  

Spanning all four categories are the questions facing China itself: can its steep upward trajectory 

be sustained? Will its ageing population lead to long-run economic stagnation? Will it have to 

assimilate, politically and economically, to the Western world in order to preserve its own 

economic and political stability? And how will it deal with financial, diplomatic or military 

setbacks?  

We cannot provide answers to all - or indeed any - of these fundamental questions in full. But 

the purpose of the Oxford Strategy Review is not to answer questions, it is to provide a platform 

to spark these critical debates. China’s role in the world will not soon fade into obscurity. The 

West will have to contend with a powerful new player on the global scene for a time to come. 

Yet, for it to do so effectively, the international dialogue to which this edition seeks to contribute 

is of the utmost importance. 

 

Elliot Sturge, Nehmat Kaur and Wojtiek Strupcjewski 
Editors-in-Chief  



 

 

Corporate Strategy 
—Editor’s Note 

Most readers will be familiar with the geopolitical problems posed by China’s rise; 

what is worth emphasising, however, is just how pervasive these problems are.  

From a corporate strategy perspective, individual companies are no longer shielded from 

political tensions between China and the West, as Peter Martin’s article argues. Most notably, 

Chinese companies such as Huawei and TikTok have been affected by political decisions in 

India, the UK and the US, among others, based on suspicion towards China. While uncertainty 

over relations between China and the West is a challenge for many companies, China’s 

economic growth also represents an opportunity; Yue Yue makes the case that foreign asset 

managers can benefit immensely by taking advantage of growing demand in China for foreign 

investment. Thus, we can see the two-sided nature that any discussion of China must take; 

China’s newfound status as an economic superpower is both promising and dangerous to 

companies across the world, and should be approached with both enthusiasm and caution. 

Martin explores the dilemma facing companies across the world due to China’s rise from a 

geopolitical perspective, demonstrating the important relationship between international 

politics and international business. 

Aside from the China debate, we also have three corporate strategy articles on a variety of 

topics. Jaisal Kapoor explores how companies can take advantage of quantum computing, a 

potentially revolutionary development in fields from finance to artificial intelligence; this is an 

appropriate accompaniment to our articles on China, as embracing new and exciting tech 

developments is a central component of any company’s attitude towards China, who have 

invested heavily in tech innovation. 

Our remaining two articles focus instead on the other most pressing issue facing us today, a 

relative elephant in this edition of the Oxford Strategy Review’s metaphorical room: the Covid-

19 pandemic. Michelle Shen examines the obstructive role intellectual property rights play in 

the accessibility of important medicines and treatments – a problem put sharply into focus by 

the now widely-available Covid-19 vaccines – and advocates for reform. Finally, Randy Taufik 

paints a positive picture of post-pandemic corporate strategy, making the case that investing 

for impact as well as profit will become an increasingly attractive option in the era of social 

responsibility. 
  



 

 

Geopolitical Risk in a Contested Asia Pacific 

Peter Martin 

he calamitous worldwide health crisis of 2020-21 has exacerbated, but in some cases 

also masked, the significance of other global trends. First among these is the re-
emergence of a great power rivalry as a source of political risk. The continual drift of 

economic power eastward, from the old centres of Europe and the US into Asia generally 
and China in particular, is the primary cause. While the world may finally be waking up to the 

dangers of climate change, the impact of rapid changes to the geopolitical climate has yet to 
be fully felt.    

The China-US trade war, the semiconductor shortage, and the scramble for control of 
lithium supplies sit at the epicentre of this contest for global economic primacy. However, it 

is China’s relationships with regional states that perhaps best demonstrate the commercial 
risk posed by unforeseen events in this new dynamic. Across the Indo-Pacific, the past year 

has witnessed the mobilisation of Chinese economic power as a tool of diplomacy, coercion, 
and in some cases retribution. The adage of the Deng Xiaoping era, that China should ‘hide 

its light, bide its time, and never take the lead,’ no longer describes Chinese foreign policy 
under Xi Jinping. Instead we have witnessed an increasingly self-confident China reaching 

for the economic tools to assert its growing regional dominance.     

The Australian case is a prime example. When Canberra called for an independent enquiry 

into the origins of the covid-19 virus, Beijing responded with a punitive assault on Australian 
barley, seafood, wine and other exports. The full impact of these measures remains to be 

seen, but Australian wine exports to China alone dropped 98% from October to December 
2020. Bilateral ties have hit their lowest point in decades, and the feud shows no signs of 

abating. Australian dependence on the Chinese market, which absorbed over 39% of its 
exports in 2019-20, now looks unwise in the long term. While covid-19 may have triggered 

the dispute, its underlying cause is the narrow path Australia has sought to tread between 
the US and China, both grappling for regional and global leadership. Numerous individual 

Australian firms have paid the price, with once thriving businesses rendered unviable by 
events. 

China is not alone in making use of economic levers to achieve geopolitical aims. After 
skirmishes between Indian and Chinese troops on their disputed Himalayan border, India 

banned 59 of China’s biggest mobile applications, including WeChat and TikTok, ostensibly 
on information security grounds. For India, the move marked a significant turn away from 

accommodating China’s growing regional role. It was also a major blow for TikTok, which 
had, until that point, counted India as one of its largest markets. The company issued a 
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statement denying that it had, or would share, user information with any foreign government, 

including the Chinese government. Despite these efforts to emphasise political neutrality, 
TikTok subsequently reduced its Indian presence, perhaps recognising that rising tensions 

between India and China were unlikely to be alleviated any time soon.   

What does this mean for the private sector? 
The separate cases of Sino-Australian and Sino-Indian relations point to a wider trend: the 
gap between geopolitics on the one hand, and commerce on the other, is closing. In an 

increasingly contested world, private commercial operations are increasingly viewed as 
either security assets to be deployed or security vulnerabilities to be closed. Much analysis 

of these events has focused on the impact of measures already implemented. However, it is 
also worth noting the role political uncertainty itself is likely to play in future investment 

decisions. The drag on international investment and trade caused by events like the ones 
described is exacerbated by their fundamentally unpredictable nature. 

The Indian case demonstrates this uncertainty. The clashes in the remote Galwan Valley in 
June 2020 involved dozens of soldiers on either side, and no firearms. Yet they had a 

substantial impact on bilateral relations and the viability of cross-border investment 
between two states, each representing nearly one fifth of the world’s population. The task of 

quantifying the likelihood and impact of such events, given their chaotic nature, is 
tantamount to divination. The only certainty is that these risks have increased, and they are 

likely to continue to do so.   

For decision-makers, these developments throw into sharp relief the weaknesses of long 

and lean supply chains, which have prioritised cost and efficiency over resilience and 
redundancy. Of course, many of the changes brought about by decades of globalisation are 

unlikely to be reversed. The global supply networks that cross geopolitical fault lines often 
reflect the distribution of natural resources and major centres of production. However global 

firms can no longer afford to treat national borders as commercially insignificant.   

It would be a mistake to view these incidents as minor disagreements or short-term 

spats.  Rather, they reflect the erosion of the US-led post-Cold War order, and the steady 
reshaping of the global system in China’s favour. Inevitably, a contested geopolitical 

environment will generate more instability than a hegemonic one. Given the enduring 
disparity in global economic growth rates between the developed and developing worlds, 

this trend is likely to continue for years to come. The consequence is a perpetual state of 
uncertainty, and the re-emergence of great power rivalry as a driver of political risk.   

  



 

 

How Can Foreign Asset Managers Survive In China? 
 

Yue Yue 

ven with all the talk about China decoupling from the West, foreign asset managers are 
bucking the trend and becoming close partners with the Chinese market. The financial 

industry now appears to be one of the most accessible sectors in China for foreigners. 

Earlier this June, BlackRock Inc., the world's largest asset manager, became the first such 

foreign operator to win permission for a wholly-owned mutual fund business in China. It is 
part of the company’s strategy of expanding in the world's fastest-growing wealth markets. 

Despite geopolitical tensions and the pandemic, Chinese authorities have accelerated 
regulatory restructuring in recent years to open the wealth and asset management markets 

more widely to overseas players. One of these measures is the removal of limits on foreign 
ownership of futures businesses, mutual funds and securities firms.  

The Chinese asset management industry is still in its early stages, but it is rapidly expanding. 
The first mutual fund management businesses in China were established in 1998; by 2020, 

the industry's assets under management reached $19.22 trillion, ranking second only to the 
United States. By 2023, as Boston Consulting Group (BCG) projects, total household wealth 

is expected to reach $35 trillion. 

Entry into the Chinese market presents a huge opportunity. The country has enormous 

potential for foreign asset managers, with its growing wealth, expanding institutional 
participation, and faster-than-expected regulatory changes.  

The establishment of wholly foreign-owned asset management companies is conducive to 
effective operation by avoiding previous corporate governance conflicts. That was one of 

the reasons foreign-owned joint ventures were not as competitive. Foreign financial 
institutions have found it difficult to do business in China over the past few decades. To 

conduct business in the country, they were frequently required to take on a local business 
as a partner. Differences in viewpoints between Chinese and foreign companies, as well as 

constant infighting among senior managements, made achieving goals more difficult. 

The Chinese A-share stock market has several attractive features for foreign asset 

managers. It has more stocks with daily liquidity of more than $10 million than the rest of the 
emerging markets combined. The opening of the A-share market to investors from all over 

the world is one of the most significant developments in global equity markets in decades. 
Despite having the world's second-largest economy, China accounts for only about 5% of 
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global equity benchmarks. According to financial services firm Lazard, China is expected to 

make up over 40% of major emerging market benchmarks in the next few years. 

Chinese retail investors have huge but largely unmet investment needs. With products like 

index funds, as well as skills and experience in investment strategy and risk management, 
foreign asset managers are well positioned to make a difference. Global asset managers 

have a good reputation for long-term and value investing, which means they focus more on 
fundamental analysis and adhere to strict internal compliance and risk controls. These 

qualities, in the eyes of Chinese authorities, have set an example of what a good asset 
management company should be. 

The most important point to remember is that China's market economy currently lacks true 
rule of law, particularly in the financial markets. Foreign companies were previously 

unprofitable partly because foreign institutions were afraid to engage in many non-
compliant practices when financial regulation was lax, whereas Chinese institutions were 

not. Foreign institutions now have more opportunities in China as the country focuses more 
on effective financial regulation and compliance. However, they must still be prepared for a 

long process of improving the rule of law. 

Foreign businesses still face challenges in China despite financial liberalisation and 

improvements in the business environment. Often, the first and most difficult challenge is 
adhering to the country's regulations. Foreign institutions must adapt to the local 

environment in China. Everything, including risk control, compliance, and network security, 
must be tailored locally. Foreign institutions must take time to balance their own needs with 

those of local regulators. Because China's financial market is governed by rules that differ 
from those in other markets, reshaping business and technology systems into "China mode" 

could pose a significant challenge. 

Foreign institutions see developing the Chinese domestic market as another major 

challenge. Generally, finding talented staff would be the most difficult obstacle as foreign 
institutions seek someone "omniscient" in China, a person who not only understands foreign 

culture and languages but also has a thorough understanding of the Chinese market. 
Foreign companies, on the other hand, frequently have to compromise on either a 

candidate’s English skills or understanding of the local market. A more depressing reality is 
that Chinese institutions have already scooped up the majority of the top talent. 

At the operational level, there are numerous challenges as well. The three biggest issues 
would be cost accounting, business scope, and communication between the local team and 

headquarters. Making any money at all in the first few years of operation is unlikely. Local 
institutions have a significant advantage in finding channels for raising capital, marketing, 

and brand awareness because of their wealth of experience and knowledge. As a result, 
winning market share from Chinese competitors is tough. 



 

 

Global asset managers face a relatively unknown market with far fewer local resources to 

draw upon. They frequently believe that simply having a strong international brand will be 
enough to sell products in China. Certainly, a well-known brand can help open doors, but in 

today's crowded market, that alone is insufficient. Global players have no track record in 
China, and they must rely heavily on securities firms to help them raise money for their funds. 

The main distribution channels for retail fund products in China for the past decade have 
been the country's major retail banks. Many local banks are unwilling to sell products for their 

competitors because they are just starting to set up their own wealth management 
subsidiaries. Partnering with a large Chinese internet platform is a smart move, but 

complying with Chinese financial regulations is a whole new challenge. 

A successful asset management business should not be limited to a single market. It should 

be global in scope, which necessitates a global market where capital can freely flow to 
efficiently allocate resources and diversify risks. China's asset management industry is still 

far from achieving that. On the one hand, China must continue to accelerate capital account 
liberalisation, which Chinese reformers are still working on, though this process is likely to 

take a long time; on the other hand, the anti-globalisation trend of beggar-thy-neighbour 
must be countered. 

  



 

 

Preparing for Quantum Computing  

Jaisal Kapoor 

Decoding Quantum Computing  
uring the first quantum revolution in the 20th century, scientists used quantum 

mechanics to invent technology such as lasers, optical fibres, and GPS devices. Many 
experts believe that we are now witnessing the second quantum revolution, marked by the 

use of quantum mechanics to control individual quantum systems, like charged molecules, 
to a greater extent than ever before. This allows for the highly powerful use of quantum 

information.  

Quantum computing, as its name suggests, makes use of quantum mechanics to perform 

tasks exponentially quicker than classical computing, as well as solving problems that 
classical computers cannot. Whereas classical computers encode information as digital bits 

through 0s and 1s, quantum computers make use of “quantum bits,” or “qubits,” which also 
use 0s and 1s, though in a very different way. Qubits can follow the principle of superposition, 

whereby they can be both 0 and 1 at the same time, as opposed to one or the other. They also 
follow the principle of entanglement, such that altering the state of one qubit will instantly 

alter the state of another in a predictable way, even if they are separated by vast distances. 
However, qubits’ quantum state is extremely fragile, and their interaction with the 

environment can cause their behaviour to decay and disappear very quickly. They therefore 
require special equipment to store them in supercooled states. Most companies aren’t 

expected to own their own quantum computers, but rather to have access to quantum 
services through cloud offerings. 

Industry-Wide Applications 
While quantum computing might seem like a thing of the distant future, technological 
developments within the field are occurring rapidly. Quantum computing can be used in 

sectors such as finance, energy, artificial intelligence, healthcare, agriculture, and 
aerospace and defence, among others. In chemistry, for example, computer models are 

used to simulate the behaviour of atoms during chemical reactions, which helps develop 
new drugs or chemical materials. This requires too many complex calculations that classical 

computers lack.  

McKinsey & Company found that “pioneers in advanced industries, global energy and 

materials, finance, and (to a lesser extent) travel and logistics might start generating 
significant value from quantum by 2025.” It is important to note the distinction between 

quantum supremacy - in which quantum computers are able to solve problems that classical 
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computers cannot - and a quantum advantage, in which they achieve a marginal 

improvement. Research by Goldman Sachs and the quantum start-up QC Ware found that 
quantum computing can be used to work on some of the most complicated calculations in 

financial markets within the next five years. This can be done by using current imperfect 
quantum computers; in essence, trading time for quality by making use of the quantum 

advantage. They found that rather than a 1,000-fold improvement that a completely error-
free quantum computer might produce, using quantum computers in their present state 

could provide a 10-fold gain within five years, which is significant enough to justify their use.  

Governments and businesses are trying to prepare for this next wave of technology, and to 

reap the benefits of a first-mover advantage. Understanding quantum computing and its 
applications is therefore imperative for gaining value as well as a competitive advantage 

from the solutions it offers.  

Preparing Governments 
Countries across the globe already seem to have entered a quantum technology race. The 
French government recently announced a €1.8 billion strategy to fund research in quantum 

technologies, specifically quantum computers, over five years. In 2015, the UK government 
published its National Strategy for Quantum Technologies, providing recommendations to 

guide the country’s development of its quantum technology industry. This includes building 
a strong foundation of capabilities within the UK, focusing on skills development, engaging 

with other countries, stimulating applications of quantum technologies and its market 
opportunities, and developing regulations to ensure responsible innovation. In 2020, the 

country announced its first quantum computer, backed by £10 million government and 
industry investment which will be commercially available to businesses.  

Similarly, the US has laid out a National Strategic Overview for Quantum Information 
Science, with the aim of guiding policy in seven key areas: focusing on a science-first 

strategy to Quantum Information Science; building a quantum-smart and diverse workforce; 
encouraging industry engagement; providing critical infrastructure; enhancing economic 

growth; maintaining national security; and developing existing international cooperation. In 
2018, former US President Trump signed a law to fund the National Quantum Initiative Act, 

which allows $1.2 billion to be invested in quantum information science over a period of five 
years. By recognising the potential of quantum computing and developing policies to ensure 

its responsible use, governments can ensure that they are poised to make use of it without 
facing a time lag.  

Preparing Businesses  
In their article “Five strategies to prepare for paradigm-shifting quantum technology”, IBM 
outline key ways in which businesses can begin thinking of their quantum computer uses: 

selecting individuals to conduct research on quantum computing; identifying use cases and 



 

 

value propositions; experimenting with quantum systems; creating a quantum roadmap; and 

being flexible about the business’ current quantum approach. When charting out business 
strategy, it is also important to mitigate potential risks by planning for quantum security and 

ensuring its responsible and ethical use. 

Private companies such as Daimler, Exxon, and JPMorgan Chase have already begun 

working with IBM’s quantum technologies on their business strategies. For instance, IBM 
and Exxon are examining ways by which quantum computing can enhance predictive 

environmental modelling and discover new materials for more effective carbon capture. 
Consulting firms have also begun providing advice on quantum computing and how to 

benefit from it. 

Risks and Considerations 
While quantum computing seems to be the darling of deep-tech enthusiasts, it is not without 
sceptics. Some believe that quantum computing might be a bubble and witness a “valley of 

death” in which investments waver if these computers fail to emerge soon and be profitable. 
Researchers also warn of a ‘quantum winter,’ similar to previous ‘AI winters,’ in which interest 

in the field waned.   

Aside from industry-wide considerations, there are also factors such as costs, the current 

lack of regulation, and potential threats to cybersecurity to consider. The OECD notes that 
quantum computers will break current encryption protocols for data authenticity and 

security, requiring widespread reform of cybersecurity.  

Looking Ahead 
As with most technologies, it is important to remain cautious of potential risks. While 

governments and firms do not want to be left out of the next wave of quantum applications, 
they must carefully consider its uses and practicalities before adopting the technology. 

However, given the pace of developments in the field, being informed about quantum 
computing and preparing to adopt it can prove to be highly beneficial. 

  



 

 

Intellectual Property and Corporate Social 
Responsibility: Backlashes Against Pharmaceutical 
Blackboxing in the COVID-19 Pandemic 

Utilising Covid-19 as a case study, demonstrating the need for 
companies in the biotechnology sector to engage in mutually 

beneficial measures to roll back intellectual property rights (IPRs) 
and increase accessibility to medicine. 

Michelle Shen 

n May 2021, US President Joe Biden announced that he would support a proposal to 

temporarily waive patents on the Covid-19 vaccine, causing shares of Moderna and 
Novavax to drop several percent in regular trade, and those of Pfizer’s to fall slightly. 

Representatives of European powers, such as France’s Emmanuel Macron, followed suit. 
South Africa and India first presented the patent waiver to the World Trade Organization’s 

Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS) Council on October 16, 2020, which 
they discussed again at a council meeting on November 20, 2020. In their proposal, they 

argue that patenting will ensure that only the wealthiest countries will have access to the 
vaccine. 

 Many economists and politicians from developed countries tout the importance of 
the private market in creating competition to produce effective medicine. However, their 

backing of the proposal to waive the vaccine patent provides evidence that industry 
blackboxing of patenting compromises public and political trust in its distribution efforts. 

Moreover, even the notion that patents generate competition in the private pharmaceutical 
industry is increasingly being criticised as official figures show that in the last three decades, 

the number of new molecules brought to market relative to each dollar spent on Research 
and Development (R&D) has declined sharply. This indicates a need for greater 

transparency surrounding the process of patenting, producing, and developing 
biotechnology more generally. 

 Efforts towards limiting Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs), or any blackboxing of 
scientific and production efforts, are necessary within the biotechnology sector because 

medicine is a social good. While patenting such treatment allows private medical enterprises 
to monopolise profit, it also limits access for anyone else who may need treatment and 

compromises public and political trust. This is clear for the case of the Covid-19 vaccine, in 
which everyone needs to be inoculated, but only those in wealthy countries have access to 
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treatment due to IP rights. For instance, the United States and Britain have yet to export 

vaccines to other countries. 

 This demonstrates a silo of professional norms between the government and public 

who prioritise accessibility, and private industry that prioritises innovation and profit. While 
Covid-19 may be a particularly stark case of the need for mass distribution, the production of 

science and medicine for conditions that only affect a sect of the general population still 
needs to be both effective and widely accessible. Thus, bridging the priorities of state and 

commercial actors towards a common social good is necessary for the future of the 
biotechnology sector. The willingness of non-generic pharmaceutical companies to waive 

patent rights, even temporarily, is a step in the right direction towards sustainable long-term 
partnership with government. 

 Another method of trust-building between the government, public, and 
biotechnology sector is the initiation of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programmes. 

Ilacqua (2008) found that biotechnology companies that engage in formalised CSR 
programs also experienced an increase in stock share prices. By formalising measures to 

improve accessibility of treatment, greater trust between pharmaceutical companies and 
global health governing agencies may emerge. This is partially why proponents of corporate 

social responsibility argue that adopting formalised CSR initiatives is important not only for 
short term gains, but also for long-term business sustainability. 

 A classic argument equates the need for CSR initiatives within the biotechnology 
sector to promoting basic human rights to healthcare. For, unlike other private enterprises, 

biotechnology companies are bound to public interest through the creation of public goods: 
medicine and science. While certain products are geared towards a particular elite class, 

such as high-end fashion, medical treatment is created for anyone who is at risk to a 
particular medical condition. Thus, biotechnology is already more socially-minded than 

other private sectors – and CSR initiatives are beneficial for both company reputation and 
for accessibility. 

 In the context of Covid-19 vaccine development, there is both scepticism towards 
expedited government review processes and a desperate need to stop the global 

pandemic. CSR initiatives, such as differential pricing of drugs based on geographical 
region, may help restore confidence in the biotechnology sector and allow for businesses to 

maintain a base level of IPRs important for producing competitive treatments. Adjusted 
pricing procedures restore confidence in companies by reaffirming their roles as societal 

benefactors and providing transparency to government agencies and the public on drug-
pricing procedures. 

 While there are many proponents of CSR, there are also critics, including editors of 
the journal PLoS Medicine, who argue that CSRs allow pharmaceutical companies to “blunt” 



 

 

their “human rights responsibilities” and shove them onto the state. By treating CSR as a risk-

management tool, socio-legal scholars argue that biotechnology companies create an 
illusion of voluntary self-regulation and false legitimisation as morally responsible actors. For 

example, pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline’s (GSK) right-to-health doctrine is 
unique in its commitment to offer its antiretroviral and anti-malarial treatments to developing 

countries and sub-Saharan Africa at not-for-profit prices (covering insurance and 
transportation costs). GSK is lauded for its policies and was ranked first in the Access to 

Medicine Index in 2008 and 2010. However, it received criticism from the United Nations for 
its high pricing of the Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) vaccine against cervical cancer – which 

is out of reach for developing countries at $300 USD. Moreover, even GSK’s efforts to offer 
antiretroviral and anti-malarial treatments at not-for-profit prices were likely driven by 

competition with generic producers. 

 Biotechnology companies’ inadequacy as healthcare providers to a globalised 

society in late-stage capitalism are particularly clear during the Covid-19 pandemic; 
thousands of people die across the world while global leaders argue over intellectual 

property rights. While Moderna waived patent rights in October, the reluctance of other 

pharmaceutical giants to do the same creates instability between biotechnology and 

society. Whether through CSR or through relinquishing intellectual property, 
pharmaceutical corporations need to provide greater transparency in their patenting 

decisions and drug-pricing and distribution plans. This is crucial not only for human rights 
objectives, but also for maintaining long-term relationships between the biotechnology 

sector, government, global governance agencies, and society at large. 

  



 

 

Doing Good While Looking For Profit:  
Impact Investing in the Post-Pandemic Era 

A conventional economic paradigm that separates profit and 
impact will not solve the problems we currently face. 

Randy Taufik 

Covid-19 and the Economic Downturn 
overnments constantly face a dilemma in balancing health and wealth, and it is no 

secret that the pandemic’s serious impact on public health systems has also created 
massive economic problems. Lockdown restrictions have resulted in grave uncertainty for 

the future of the economy. The crash of the stock market and its effect on unemployment 
and lowered worker salaries are among the many consequences. 

Besides this, there are also social problems to consider. Many important issues such as 
climate change, poverty, and access to justice have become secondary problems during the 

pandemic. There is consensus that addressing environmental and social problems is highly 
important for ensuring stability and the betterment of human civilisation. A conventional 

economic paradigm that separates profit and impact will not solve the problems we 
currently face. 

Impact investing before the pandemic 
The main concern of impact investing is ensuring that capital allocation will provide a decent 
return and measurable social impact. This approach is clearly different from the 

conventional wisdom that corporates only need to make profit and are answerable only to 
their shareholders. In impact investing, investors take into account a number of 

stakeholders’ interests.  

The concept of impact investing was created in developed countries to achieve measurable 

impact across asset classes. This style of investment started with the belief that the profit 
motive alone can’t solve the world’s biggest problems, and pure profit-seeking may even 

create harm. For example, an energy company that wants to maximise profit without 
consideration for social or environmental impact may yield a high profit for shareholders 

through exploiting the environment and harming society. Impact investing has emerged as a 
rational solution that will be more important than ever in the post-pandemic era.  
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Impact investing during the pandemic 
As the pandemic has impacted almost all sectors, it has also affected many different asset 
classes. In the context of profit-seeking, most investors are currently using a defensive 

approach to reduce their risks and minimise their losses. They will likely be more aggressive 
(choosing high-risk assets) and risk-tolerant if the pandemic is handled well by a fast 

vaccination process and reduction in the death toll.  

The defensive approach tends to be the more effective strategy in times of uncertainty such 

as the pandemic. Around 88% of companies that focus on impact investing have better 
results compared to those who do not during the pandemic. This can likely be explained by 

socially-oriented companies having greater trust from investors and society, and 
comparatively lower costs compared to corporates for whom it might be more expensive to 

switch to socially-oriented policies. 

During the pandemic, the main aim of investors is to prevent losses. Seeking higher returns 

is natural, but might not be relevant within the context of an economic downturn. While the 
profits gained might not be remarkable, impact investing still provides lucrative social impact. 

Moreover, the social impact created during the pandemic might be greater than under 
normal conditions due to the much greater need. Using conventional investment strategies 

in the pandemic will yield neither profit nor impact. Thus, impact investing is still an attractive 
choice of investment.  

Challenges ahead 
The post-pandemic era has clearly changed the investment sector. The pandemic has 
created negative impacts on the economy and economic growth in the long run. In the era of 

low economic growth, the pure-profit approach is not sufficient to promote welfare. For this 
reason, a more sustainable approach is needed now more than ever.  

Moreover, balancing profit and impact remains an issue in the post-pandemic world. Big 
corporations clearly need more resources to change their company policies, which creates 

lower engagement in socially-oriented business processes. Big companies will think more 
critically about how their existing strategies compare to alternative, more sustainable 

business practices. On the other hand, investor interest in socially responsible companies 
might encourage small and medium companies that are more agile to change their policies 

in order to attract investment.  

If profits are lower over a longer period of time, measuring impact will be the next challenge. 

Investors tend to be more demanding and detail-oriented when it comes to the impact that 
might be created. In normal times, investors usually adopt a moderate approach towards 

both indicators, but due to low economic growth, they now focus more on impact. In the long 



 

 

run, this might have a positive impact on society, but needs more adjustment in the short-

term due to high costs. 

Based on these possible challenges, impact investing is still a lucrative investment that might 

cause companies to adopt a more sustainable approach, while seeking decent profit. If 
these challenges can be resolved, the pandemic should be a golden period for impact 

investing in the post-pandemic era due to its focus on aspects other than profit. Additionally, 
impact investing is also supported by the United Nations Development Programme and its 

Sustainable Development Goals that champion a movement toward more sustainable 
development. 

  



 

 

International Affairs 
—Editor’s Note 

The Western world today is caught in the throes of a wicked problem: how should 

liberal democracies deal with an authoritarian superpower whose values cannot 

be embraced, but whose influence cannot be ignored?  

China’s immense economic and military power are rapidly reshaping global politics, ensuring 
that no country in the world can afford to disregard the whims of its political leaders and the 
rapidly expanding purchasing power of its middle-class. In her article, Saskia McCulloch 
examines the precedent set by Australia and New Zealand in their engagement with China, and 
what the rest of the world can learn in attempting to form a nuanced foreign policy through 
which to engage the rising superpower. 

Oliver Banks’ interview with Hong Kong journalist Steve Vines, meanwhile, highlights the moral 
qualms faced by liberal democracies in their engagement with a fundamentally autocratic 
regime with a prolonged history of suppression. Britain in particular, with its long-standing ties 
to Hong Kong, is placed in a particularly troublesome position as it watches the gradual erosion 
of the liberal rights and norms that underpinned the ‘One Country, Two Systems’ framework in 
the country, yet remains powerless to intervene. 

Alex Prior’s article explores a topic of relevance to both the Thucydides’ Trap that the US and 
China are circling, as well as to the wider fate of humanity: the future of warfare in light of 
significant investments into bioengineering for national security purposes by the UK and US, 
among other countries. Given growing tensions between China and the US, such disruptive 
innovations in defence must be noted as a major cause for international concern. 

On the other hand, Nicholas Clark considers the state of the US’ relationship with a long-time 
adversary, Iran, in the context of the recent election of a conservative stalwart to its presidency. 
The new American administration has so far done little to ease the tensions in the region 
escalated by its predecessor and the current stalemate provides an opportunity for a frank 
overview of the long-running status quo, even offering the possibility of a tantalising reset in the 
two countries’ relations. 

Finally, considering more broadly the threat posed by authoritarianism around the world, an 
article by Professor Anna Grzymala-Busse of Stanford University looks at the gradual descent 
from liberalism into authoritarianism witnessed in Poland and Hungary, facilitated by the 
dismantling of democratic institutions by populist strongmen.  



 

 

Navigating a new (Chinese) Century: what can we 
learn from New Zealand and Australia? 

Saskia McCulloch 

here are many new diplomatic challenges on the horizon in the 21st century. One of the 

major concerns is how to understand and respond to the rise of China. New Zealand 
and Australia, given their political and geographic location, provide a unique and intriguing 

perspective on this topic, and their choices can give us an idea of what many nations will or 
have already faced when recalibrating their international relationships in a new environment. 

Lucian Pye’s lapidary tells us that ‘China is a civilisation, masquerading as a nation-state, 
obliged by its weakness at the end of the 19th century to adapt to European norms.’ It is vital 

that the West reaches out to increase its knowledge of China and overcome cultural barriers 
limiting future cooperation. We must overcome the “black box” of mystery around China, as 

well as the pervasive fear that Western nations have of China’s rising power, and learn to 
collaborate with the Middle Kingdom. With increasing Chinese influence all across the 

globalised world, this becomes even more urgent. 

Domestically, pressure for greater cooperation has traditionally come from businesses that 

have in recent years enjoyed access to the Chinese market. But we need to recognise that 
this interest goes beyond the business world: people are interested too. We can see this, 

among other areas, in the rapid increase in young people learning Mandarin. Student 
exchanges are an excellent way to encourage this interest and increase knowledge sharing. 

In particular, the UK has a huge opportunity to expand partnerships in this way as it searches 
for new trade partners after Brexit. This interest is not one-sided; there is also a great interest 

both from Chinese companies and people to engage in a mutually beneficial exchange. 

However, the question is somewhat different when we think about trade. How much 

cooperation is beneficial? More and more, economic reliance on trade is forcing nations to 
reconsider their stance on China. Nations increasingly perceive their international policy as 

a choice between cooperation with China or the United States. As the world’s two most 
powerful nations, both offer benefits to countries in trade. As two of the Western nations 

geographically closest to China, New Zealand and Australia are constantly aware of this 
question as they engage in diplomatic relations. 

There are certainly many countries sailing firmly in the middle ground in order to avoid that 
choice. Most of these countries, including New Zealand and Australia, see themselves as 

occupying some kind of middle ground between the United States and China, or indirectly 
between states more closely linked to China, such as Cambodia and Laos, and those more 
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closely linked to the United States, such as Japan and South Korea. At the moment, the 

pooling of national positions around this ‘middle ground’ is still possible. However, this may 
become more challenging if the two outer poles become more polarised, stretching this 

middle ground and forcing the nations occupying it to pick sides. 

The United States and China are pursuing differing foreign policies in many areas. This 

poses challenges for smaller nations as to which side to align with, and raises a number of 
questions: how can a nation dependent on trade with a single country have an independent 

foreign policy? Is, therefore, every trade deal dependent on, if not concessions, at least a 
common ground on certain issues? This warrants further discussion, especially considering 

the reliance a country's economy can develop on trade with another nation or trading bloc. 
In particular, trade reliance on China is a common and recognised concern among the many 

countries for whom China is a significant trading partner. To address the perceived risk of 
economic coercion, much effort in these countries is going into diversifying and securing 

trade relationships. For example, New Zealand set a goal of having 90% of trade covered by 
an FTA by 2030.  

However, there are a number of other areas which impact a state’s ability to remain 
independent. First, there are domestic relationships with business interest groups, in 

particular exporters. China is not a direct stakeholder at the table; domestic businesses are. 
A state’s flexibility and independence from a trading partner are hugely dependent on how 

much its political environment is captured by business-focused interest groups who depend 
on a strong relationship with China. 

Second, there is an assumption that trade reliance creates a one-way relationship, but this 
is not always the case. A growing middle class in China means that there is demand for New 

Zealand products, such as infant formula, and luxury goods, such as wine. For Australia, 
tourism and education are also significant service exports to China, although both of these 

sectors have been now significantly impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Not all relationships, even those of high trade dependency, make countries vulnerable to 

coercion. Mature relationships can sustain disagreements. This is because it is possible to 
siloe issues within the broader scope of a cooperative relationship. The relationship 

between Australia and New Zealand is a good example. New Zealand took Australia to the 
WTO over apple import restrictions, but they maintain a friendly relationship. However, they 

could focus on other successful trading agreements between themselves to maintain good 
faith through one disagreement. The broader and deeper the relationship, the more it can 

sustain these disagreements.  

This may not work if the contentious issue is national security rather than apples, but such 

issues will always be contentious, no matter the state of a trading relationship. The Australia-
China relationship has deteriorated over the past few years. The Australian government has 



 

 

become more vocal on China’s “core issues” such as Xinjiang, Hong Kong and the South 

China Sea. Beijing has responded using economic levers such as increasing tariffs on 
Australia’s exports of iron ore, coal, barley and wine. Beijing's increasing willingness to use 

economic leverage is pushing countries to diversify and expand their cooperation with other 
trading partners.  

In particular, many countries are seeking to broaden their relationship with China beyond 
trade. However, this is not always done for strategic reasons; China has a lot more to offer 

than access to its huge domestic market. Their innovative technology and expertise have 
the potential to provide a lot of good to the world. While advances by companies like Huawei, 

once the rising star of Chinese technology, have been slowed by the decision of 
governments to either put them on a trade blacklist, as in the case of the United States 

government, or, in the case of the Australian and British government, to ban it from its 5G 
infrastructure, this does not mean that China has lost its comparative advantage in this area.  

It is important, however, to consider how these economic and trade relationships are being 
formed. Both the United States and China have been conducting bilateral negotiations with 

individual states to develop economic relationships, especially within the European Union, 
around areas such as Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). This gives individual states the 

opportunity to pursue relationships with the two powers. However, the EU still negotiates 
trade deals collectively. Bloc identities and negotiating positions may be challenged if 

individual relationships contradict the collective position. 

The Belt-and-Road Initiative has become especially divisive, especially when Italy became 

the first major European nation and G7 country to join it. The EU’s stance towards the 
initiative is hostile. The European Commission criticises China in particular for preserving 

domestic markets from competition by deploying “selective market openings”, as well as 
providing “heavy subsidies to both state-owned and private sector companies.” This is in 

contrast to European companies, who lack access to the Chinese market in many sectors. 
Therefore, the Commission has called for developing “a more balanced and reciprocal 

economic relationship.” 

However, while bilateral relationships are an advantage for both players, smaller countries 

within blocs may draw additional benefits from an independent relationship. For example, 
many Eastern European countries need more development assistance than they are 

getting from the EU. China, therefore, becomes a more attractive partner if the new EU 
Multiannual Financial Framework for 2021-27 reduces funding possibilities for the Visegrád 

Four countries - Czechia, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia - be it as a result of Brexit or the 
reshuffling of financial priorities. This does, however, have the potential to undermine the 

unity of the EU by creating even greater divergences in foreign policy priorities between 
Eastern and Western member states.  



 

 

Western nations are increasingly worried about China’s international partnerships, in 

particular with developing countries in South America and African. China’s ‘deal’ is attractive 
to the rulers of many developing countries as, in contrast to Western nations and institutions, 

China does not demand the protection of human rights and political and economic reform, 
while providing funds that can act to stabilise the incumbent regimes. 

However, this fear may be overblown. After years of passive and closed foreign policy in 
which they focused attention on immediate neighbours, China has built the power and status 
to begin looking further. However, over the past decade, China has still been consistent with 
its policy of non-intervention, simply because they don’t really need it. They have the hard 
power to influence economic outcomes thanks to the sheer size and growth of their 
economy. More important, perhaps, is their desire to be seen as a good power in the world. 
President Xi Jingping recently set out his intentions for China to have a more “loveable, 
credible and respectable” image. Western nations may be concerned about the economic 
power China wields, but the reality is that they are a super-power which can contribute to the 
global community. In particular they are already pushing the boundaries in technology and 
innovation, and are showing leadership on climate change that can hugely benefit the world.  

Nonetheless, we seem unable to disentangle suspicion of the Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP) from these huge positive leaps in China’s development. It is, admittedly, a complex 
question. Is China’s rapid growth the result of CCP communist policies and management, or 
of the opening of the economy? If China was democratic, would we have the same concern 
about their position in the international arena?  

Looking forward, we might ask how the social contract within China might change. Most 
citizens accept the unquestioned leadership of the CCP as long as their children can expect 
a better life. The last 30 to 40 years have seen unprecedented economic growth, but this is 
slowing. There is potential for instability. The one-child policy, as an example, has put the 
responsibility on the youngest generation to support multiple grandparents and parents. 
Without assured economic growth, the social contract might become strained.  

Whatever the answer, the US is worried. Therefore, it makes sense for other liberal states 
that benefit from the US order to be worried. The US has built a system of open and rule-
based liberal order with itself at the centre. Participation is by consent, and countries have 
been willing to give up authority for the sake of public goods such as international security. 
Signing up to these US-led principles of democracy, open markets, international institutions, 
cooperative security, and the rule of law has been a good option for many following WWII. 
Therefore, challenges to this system affect not only the US but other states that have put 
their eggs in the American basket.  

Looking forward, there are a number of choices countries will have to make. While some of 
these will be idiosyncratic, there is still a lot to learn from how New Zealand and other 

Western nations have addressed this situation. With the rivalry between the United States 
and China intensifying, the need for a clear strategy becomes even more necessary.  



 

 

The Interview: Steven Vines 
“I know that fellow journalists are sitting in jail as I speak to you” 

Oliver Banks 

This interview with Steven Vines was conducted and written in June 2021. Since then, Mr. Vines 

has fled to the United Kingdom, citing a ‘white terror sweeping through Hong Kong’. 

 

“Anybody who’s sanguine” about Hong Kong’s National Security Law, Steve Vines remarks, “is 

a complete and utter idiot”.  

It has been a year since China imposed this law on the former British colony. Vines, who was 

described by Oxford University Chancellor and Hong Kong’s last British Governor Chris 
Patten as “one of Hong Kong’s most distinguished and long-serving journalists”, has been a 

resident of Hong Kong since 1987 but argues that the past twelve months have “been the 
most extraordinary year” for the city that he has experienced. “Any illusions that people had 

that China was going to honour its promise of ‘one country, two systems’ and that opposition 
was to be tolerated” have been firmly put to rest, he says.  

The National Security Law, in turn, marked a decisive end to a year of protest and unrest 
triggered by Chief Executive Carrie Lam’s proposal of a bill allowing extradition to the 

Chinese mainland. These seismic events convinced Vines to put pen to paper and write 
‘Defying the Dragon’, his first major book about Hong Kong in more than two decades. “This 

has been a momentous part of the history of Hong Kong. People use these words like 
‘momentous’ rather freely, but I think in this case it is justified. You literally had a majority of 

the population [...] on the streets protesting [...] fighting a regime that is the most powerful in 
the world. It was an extraordinary thing to behold and it certainly deserved a book of its own.”  

‘Defying the Dragon’ is a compelling read. It opens by explaining the background to Hong 
Kong’s unique political system and economy, which Vines describes as “farcical” and 

“malfunctioning” respectively. He then provides a blow-by-blow account of the tumultuous 
protest season based on his experiences on the ground. The final section of the book 

provides some interesting analyses of how a divided city responded to the outbreak of 
coronavirus and the personal stake that Chinese Communist Party leaders have in Hong 

Kong’s banking system. He also draws parallels between Hong Kong’s experiences and 
those of USSR satellite states such as Czechoslovakia, noting the historical pattern for 

authoritarian regimes’ power to first crumble around the periphery rather than the seat of 
power. 



 

 

For a book published in Hong Kong in 2021, Vines is remarkably candid about his views, with 

his acerbic wit enlivening many a page. Indeed, readers might wonder whether he felt the 
‘chilling effect’ of the National Security Law, which makes “subversion” a criminal offence, at 

all. Vines writes, for example, that the Chinese state’s “condescension with which [ethnic] 
minorities are treated is nothing short of repugnant”, and says of Carrie Lam that “she 

appears to have had any scrap of charisma surgically removed”. However, the 
acknowledgments page hints at the constraints he worked under: apart from public figures, 

none of his interviewees or other contributors are mentioned by name because doing so 
would see them “exposed to risks”.  

In our conversation, the nature of those constraints becomes even clearer. “How does 
somebody like me operate in these circumstances? The answer is, fearfully. I know that 

fellow journalists are sitting in jail as I speak to you [...] after all, there have been over 10,500 
arrests for politically related offences in the past two years. That’s a staggering number in a 

population of just over seven million. It actually means that there's more political arrests in 
Hong Kong than in the entire Chinese mainland at the moment.  

“There's an enormous white terror rolling out in society [...] I have to admit I find it very hard to 
get up in the morning and consume the news, which all journalists do. I have to drag myself to 

it now because it's so utterly depressing [...] the appetite of the Chinese Communist Party for 
both revenge and control is simply insatiable.”  

We spoke on the 16th of June, at which point Steve Vines was a columnist for the pro- 
democracy tabloid the Apple Daily. In a cruel coincidence, the very next morning Hong Kong 

woke to the news that some 500 police officers had raided the Apple Daily’s offices and 
arrested five of its executives under the National Security Law. Eight days later and the 

paper had printed its final edition.  

He was also still the host of the current affairs show ‘The Pulse’ on the public broadcaster 

RTHK at the time of our interview, but the challenges of making the programme had become 
much greater than they were in years past. “It's under the most extraordinary surveillance. 

We have to produce the programme a day ahead of broadcast even though it's supposed to 
be a current affairs programme so that they can censor it and [...] as far as I know more or less 

every episode has been censored in some way or another. How long this will go on I just don’t 
know.” Within three weeks, The Pulse had stopped. Vines told the Hong Kong Free Press 

website that even his final sign-off to viewers—“in these uncertain times, who knows what 
the future will be... goodbye and good luck”—fell foul of the censors. 

The Apple Daily’s founder Jimmy Lai, now in jail and charged under the National Security 
Law, often remarked that without a free press, there could be no free market. It was Hong 

Kong’s status as an international financial hub that I wanted to turn to next. In ‘Defying the 
Dragon’, Vines writes that “in the bizarre, hermetically sealed world of a dictatorship 



 

 

perfectly capable of delusion, it is fondly imagined that absolute political control over Hong 

Kong and a clampdown on its freedoms are somehow compatible with the SAR’s ability to 
continue functioning as a global financial hub”.  

Is this not too pessimistic a take? I put forward several counter-arguments for him to 
address: the Hang Seng index was up about 17% since the National Security Law was 

introduced, Singapore manages to be a flourishing financial hub without much in the way of 
free political expression, and international businesses weren’t playing a role in pro-

democracy protests anyway and therefore would not be losing out.  

“Well the arguments which you've just elaborated are indeed the arguments that are made 

with stunning regularity by the Chinese Communist Party and its various supporters [...] It is 
true that the capital markets in Hong Kong have been going very well, but one of the main 

reasons the Hong Kong stock market—I mean this isn't a mystery, everybody knows this—
is strong is that it's fuelled very heavily by investors from the mainland, because the main 

components of the Hang Seng index, the leading indicating index, are in fact mainland 
companies. So, they're making their own argument.”  

Vines also says that surveys consistently show an increasing number of international firms 
are thinking of, or preparing to, relocate elsewhere. “When you start to foster an atmosphere 

in which all contact with foreigners is somehow suspicious, where xenophobia is an integral 
part of official policy, I think people who run international companies are going to say ‘well 

what the hell am I doing here?’.” As for Singapore, “Hong Kong emerged as the premier 
international business centre at the expense of Singapore precisely because of the 

existence of liberty and freedoms”.  

His views, then, about Hong Kong’s chances of remaining a thriving centre of international 

finance are abundantly clear. What was left open in the book was the extent to which he 
thinks that Hong Kong residents will, in the future, be able to, as he puts it, defy the dragon. 

He writes “the Party is keen to extinguish all remaining embers of liberty in the SAR, and to 
force its people into acceptance of the new order. China’s leaders really believe that it is 

possible to have Hong Kong without Hong Kong characteristics. But Hongkongers 
themselves may yet prove them wrong”. The final line of the book is a quote: ‘the city is 

definitely not dead’.  

In the few months since the book was first published, Vines’ outlook has become 

considerably bleeker. “By a sad twist of fate, the person who said ‘the city is definitely not 
dead’ is Lester Shum who was prominent in both the ‘umbrella movement’ and in the more 

recent protests. Lester is in jail at the moment, so whether he still thinks that [...] I don't know.” 
He is charged with subversion under the National Security Law for standing in unofficial 

primaries to select pro-democracy candidates ahead of the next Legislative Council 
elections.  



 

 

“I'm now thinking, and many people who’ve read the book in Hong Kong said to me: my God, 

you're excessively optimistic. And you know what? I think the mood has become a hell of a 
lot darker. I put the finishing touches to the book at the beginning of this year when it seemed 

to me that there would still be some little spaces available where at least for the time being 
liberty would prevail. Everything that I thought wouldn't happen has happened.  

“They're nervous of everything. They won't allow their civil servants to talk to foreign 
diplomats who are stationed in Hong Kong. Do they not even trust their own people? How 

confident can you be in your system if you seriously think that society is so inherently 
suspicious and contemptuous of the system which you say is so wonderful?”  

Defying the Dragon is available to buy on Amazon: https://www.amazon.co.uk/ Defying-
Dragon-Worlds-Largest-Dictatorship/dp/1787384551/  

 

  



 

 

Bioengineering and Warfare: The Ideological Picture 

Alex Prior 

n February 2021, the UK government announced that it was officially establishing its own 

version of the United States’ Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), as 
per the March 2020 budget approved by Parliament. £800m will be allocated to the 

Advanced Research and Intelligence Agency (ARIA) over the first few years, a ring-fenced 
budget that represents just 1% of Britain’s annual scientific research spending but with 

unparalleled spending freedom. Those collaborating with the agency will have no ministerial 
oversight and the ability to change the focus of their projects at will when new evidence or 

development opportunities emerge. 

Britain lags behind the OECD average of research and development spending, and despite 

its reputation as a hub for scientific innovation, much of the technological development that 
has had the biggest impact on our lives has made its way over the Atlantic from the US. It was 

DARPA research that led to the project that formed the basis of the internet, and DARPA 
initiatives facilitated the establishment of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) used by 

everyone from military personnel to lost tourists worldwide. The new budget is in response 
to the rise in awareness of the declining relevance of the Global North, during an era in which 

its population is vastly outnumbered by that of the Global South, even as the former imperial 
powers cling onto cultural dominance and intellectual hegemony. Much of what agencies 

like DARPA and comparable bodies like Japan’s Moonshot R&D or Germany’s SPRIN-D fund 
are seed projects. The overwhelming majority are not expected to achieve productive 

research conclusions, but if an opportune allocation of resources gives rise to the next 
internet, the government responsible will have a slice of the pie. Control of the GPS network 

has put America at a pivotal strategic advantage – its importance is evidenced by the fact 
that Europe, Russia, and China have each attempted to assemble their own networks 

despite limited commercial applicability. But the strategic innovations which bodies like 
ARIA seek to harness include bellicose engineering of humans themselves.  

DARPA has often been criticised for its disregard for ethical boundaries, but where scientific 
innovation is the modus operandi, moral questions are invariably left unanswered. The 

agency was first founded in response to the launch of the Sputnik Satellite, a remarkably 
successful Soviet project that put a human-made object in space and triggered intense 

technological competition. The Space Race brought to us not only ballpoint pens and 
cordless power tools, but also a heightened awareness of ourselves as one species on one 

planet out of many millions of others. As an impetus for warfare, it was perfect. Ideologically, 
few things speak louder than pushing the boundaries of what we can conceive of as 

possible, and doing it well. The “Sputnik Shock” that resulted from Western awareness of 
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Russia’s engineering capabilities caused a scramble for innovation that brought us greater 

living standards, whilst also generating the strategic situation for indirect superpower 
conflicts such as the Vietnam War. To be politically dominant, America had to inspire people, 

as medieval theocracies had done with the ethereal beauty and unfathomable architectural 
principles of their cathedrals. Bioengineering may be the twenty-first-century manifestation 

of this. 

Tales of superheroes and mutant humanoid creatures have typically functioned as a 

dialogical exploration of what it means to be human. A moral commentary almost always 
accompanies the plotline, giving rise to the old adage that power confers responsibility. But 

critically, the canon of fantastical comic books and films that have constructed an 
imaginative insight for us into the possibilities for biological modification almost always 

feature narratives of non-responsibility. Batman fights crime to repress the traumatic 
memories of his parents being killed during his youth. Captain America was the subject of 

top-secret intranecine experiments. There is little different to say about Spider-Man or The 
Hulk.  

In an era of artificial intelligence and genome editing, bionic implants and exoskeletons, it is 
tempting for governments to profess that they are only falling prey to inertia. To gain a 

foothold in pioneering research, Britain, Germany, and Japan must react to the successes of 
DARPA. To stay ahead of the ever-mounting threat from distant climes and the hostile 

abroad, we must push our boundaries and reconsider what is ethical and feasible. But this 
narrative is predicated upon the notion of an enemy that is not inhibited by the same 

constraints. In the world’s most economically prosperous and politically influential countries, 
the drive to stay ahead and maintain their advantage predominates. It is the need for 

hegemons to stay in power that keeps innovation ticking. Yet wars are most often fought 
between big states and small competitors. As security expert David Kilcullen remarks in The 

Dragons and the Snakes, the prevailing mode of warfare during the forty years past since the 
tide of decolonisation receded has been overequipped states fighting small enemy cells. 

The elite club of Western nations has projected their power through highly manoeuvrable 
jets and shiny aircraft carriers, but the real innovations in warfare have been in amplifying 

insurgent abilities. One famous video released in 2013 showed how ISIS fighters use iPad 
apps and GPS to aim projectiles. Many of the terror attacks carried out in the UK in recent 

memory have been organised over internet forums and messaging apps, leaving barely a 
trace in surveillance systems and the massive flow of innocuous traffic. Meanwhile, projects 

such as the F-35 Lightning fighter jet, the most expensive weapons system in history at a 
cost of over US$1tn, have broadly been labelled failures, years behind their competitors and 

on many fronts less capable than models of decades prior. Britain’s new flagship aircraft 
carriers, the HMS Queen Elizabeth and HMS Prince of Wales, don’t have the range to pose 

a credible threat to China, nor do they have any use in foreseeable conflicts. As nuclear 
arsenals deteriorate and the technological interconnection of the world makes total war 



 

 

increasingly unlikely, the question remains whether that ostensible need to maintain 

dominance is all that it is cranked up to be.  

As the French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan remarked, imagination mediates our 

perception of the real world; and it is the fact that we expect governmental research 
programs like DARPA to be engaged in ground-breaking, SciFi-worthy discovery that builds 

the picture of the military prestige of the US. The idea that nation states have highly 
advanced technology in their back pocket, concealed from the general public, is fuelled by 

the remarkable innovation that occurred in the Cold War. From experiments with mind 
control to adeptly engineered aircraft worth more than their weight in gold, the CIA and the 

US military nurtured a conspiratorial attitude toward combat capabilities. Not only does this 
attitude result in an overestimation of the fighting potential of armed forces, but it also 

introduces unpredictability. If the Soviets did not know how their enemy was operating, they 
could not concoct counterattacks. A belligerent playing field which extends into civilian life 

by dilating into the long durée begets a technological arms race, writes defence expert 
Warren Chin. And if Clausewitz was right, that war is simply a matter of forcibly impressing 

one’s will upon others, this will can take innumerable complex forms. DARPA is so open 
about its research into Brain-Computer Interfaces and advanced neurological technology 

not because Congress mandates them to share their goals transparently – although this is, 
of course, a useful legitimation - but because the perception that combat bioengineering is 

possible is their weapon. The sheer breadth and ambition of their projects, none of which are 
wholly accomplishable in the coming decades and very few of which have produced 

resounding empirical evidence, displays the propagandist role that the millions of dollars the 
agency receives for such projects today play.  

Britain, in line with the recent sentiments aired by the Biden administration regarding the 
need for America to drastically increase its research capacity to keep up with China, does 

have some substantive aims in the establishment of its new agency. The recent 
semiconductor shortage, which sent manufacturing and machinery production stocks like 

TSMC and ASML skyrocketing, raised alarm bells among tetchy government officials. 
Although the majority of microchip research is conducted in NATO-aligned, democratic 

capitalist states, the possibility that China would turn its manufacturing base and enormous 
R&D spending toward processor development presented a very real threat. To avoid being 

caught in the middle-income trap, China’s State Council announced in 2015 that they would 
be shifting toward an economy based on idea creation and precision manufacturing. The 

overt threat to Germany’s export industries was at the time the centre of Western concerns. 
But especially where next-generation processor development involves the creation of new 

material substrates with pivotal military applications, economic progress necessarily entails 
the accumulation of strategic geopolitical might.   



 

 

The conspiratorial attitude which the Cold War concocted has a second facet. In the 

Hegelian narrative of national spirit, the esteem-building rationalisation that “we” are the 
good guys and “they” are morally defective serves to open up the possibility of radical 

military strategy and experimentation in the opposing camp. By attributing to the enemy a 
divergent ethics and rationale, the narrative captures the identity of difference but also of 

threat. And by portraying the enemy as willing to do anything it takes to secure a competitive 
advantage, one gives oneself justification to rise unencumbered to the challenge. Operating 

under the assumption that we are playing a game with certain rules, and “we” are the ones 
that uphold the fairness and order of that system, we are free to identify transgressions as 

legitimate validation of our own actions ostensibly aimed at upholding the rules which 
structure the game. In so doing, we construct a greater and more ominous threat to take an 

action which we wish to make out as relatively measured and rational. The result is that we 
create and defend a moral framework through which to confer authority upon ourselves, 

justifying even outlandishly disproportionate actions, up to and including military action. 

In the China context, this takes the shape of reports of foetal genetic engineering and non-

medical biological research. In an unscrupulous orientalist vein, the CCP is portrayed as a 
technologised campaign of terror upon human dignity and free will. Whilst the human rights 

record of China is abhorrent, the fact that papers which roundly condemn the utilisation of 
bioengineering for warfare are held up as evidence of the Chinese threat displays the partial 

paranoia of the China hawk conscience. In a world of million-dollar missiles and billion-dollar 
aircraft carriers, if it were theoretically feasible for bioengineering to generate significant 

combat advantages on a cost-benefit basis, research would be twenty, thirty, or forty years 
ahead of where it is now. 

That being said, there are myriad tactical improvements to troop operability that may 
augment modern warfare in the coming years. Head-Up-Displays are already in use in the 

US military, as is Augmented Reality. Exoskeletons like those used in Japanese hospitals to 
help thin-built nurses turn elderly patients may help logisticians offload material and heavy 

equipment. And the employment of drugs like Modafinil to enhance alertness on long and 
gruelling missions is not going to go away. Nevertheless, the notion that gene editing will be 

used to amplify soldier strength or inhibit their experience of pain is predominantly an 
alarmist one. The nature/culture  distinction which lies at the heart of the intrigue with 

combat applications is a moot one: in much the same way as our livestock have been 
intractably modified by generations of selective breeding, a process of artificial selection for 

professional militaries results in a marked departure from the capabilities of a civilian human 
in the trained soldier. To the extent that Kevlar can make us bulletproof, analgesics can mute 

unbearable pain, and vehicles can multiply our performance range, the combination of 
technology with professionalisation has made the super-soldier a contemporary reality 

rather than a disquieting fear.  



 

 

ARIA will not change combat. Nor will the slow progression of scientific innovation, evermore 

attuned to the body, generate ethical deconstruction. Beyond the moral quandaries which 
the precise and devastating tools used in the pursuit of modern warfare already present, 

bioengineering will do very little to unseat the political balance. Yet the critical eye we must 
turn toward belligerent sensationalism raises a deeper question: what war are we fighting? 

So much of the US$2tn spent globally each year on defence and research programs is 
conjured by descriptions of illusory and partial threats. If the production of discourse around 

the dismantling of normative ideas surrounding biological invasiveness and machine/man 
hybridisation is part of a grand game of combat, there must be an enemy. Perhaps this 

enemy lies closer to us than we might imagine. 

  



 

 

A Hard Pill to Swallow - America’s Iran Policy and the 
Problem with Sanctions  

Nicholas Clark 

How did we get here? 
n June 18, after a contentious election that saw the lowest turnout since the Iranian 

Revolution, early polls indicated that the predicted favourite, hardliner Ebrahim Raisi, 
would become the next President-Elect of Iran. Although nearly 600 individuals had 

registered as candidates, including a record forty women (all of whom were rejected), only 
seven were approved by the Guardian Council, a panel of unelected jurists that holds 

enormous institutional power in the country. The election is a shocking crisis of 
representation; in a country where elections typically attract up to 85% of eligible voters, the 

42% turnout is galling. Ladan Boroumand, the director of the Abdorrahman Boroumand 
Center for the Promotion of Human Rights and Democracy claims that “the low turnout will 

lead to a worsening crisis of legitimacy for the Iranian regime,” already attempting to tackle 
a struggling economy and the pandemic. The question now is what a Raisi presidency will 

mean for the country and for Iran’s relationship with the rest of the world, in particular 
whether this will lead to a break from the troubled pattern of relations between Iran and the 

West over the last several years. 

The ascendant Raisi is a hardliner, a jurist with close ties to the Ayatollah Ali Khamenei and 

over 40 years’ experience in senior judiciary positions. He stands in stark contrast to the 
current president, Hassan Rouhani, a reformist and moderniser, who ran against Raisi in the 

2017 elections. While his hardline positions and connections to the establishment in Iran 
distinguish him from his moderate predecessor, the political scientist Mehdi Motaharinia 

argues that the appointment of Raisi by the Ayatollah Khameini “instead represents a 
“balance between all political factions.” While he previously called for a hostile foreign policy, 

and a reversal of the outlook of his predecessor, Raisi’s rhetoric has mellowed. However, 
given the close ties between Raisi and the Ayatollah Khameini, who famously derides the 

United States as “the Great Satan”, relations with the West are likely to be more contentious 
than during the Rouhani years.  

To Western observers, what is most at stake is the future of the seemingly abortive 2015 
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), better known as the Iran nuclear deal. The 

Biden administration has encouraged a return to a “longer and stronger” nuclear deal with 
Iran, with areas of compliance reportedly intended to include missile development and Iran’s 

regional manoeuvres. Raisi, despite a stated intention to return to full compliance should the 
US fully reenter the parameters of the old agreement, has claimed that any further 
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discussions on new issues are “non-negotiable”. Raisi’s assertion, that “they have not abided 

by the issues, which they negotiated on. How can they negotiate on new issues?”, illustrates 
the extent to which the backsliding that took place under the Trump administration has only 

served to further degrade US long-term foreign policy interests in the region.  US withdrawal 
in 2018 was predicated on Israeli intelligence documentation that allegedly revealed Iranian 

non-compliance. The International Atomic Energy Agency, responsible for the supervision 
of the deal, confirmed that, to the contrary, Iran is meeting its commitments under the terms 

of the nuclear agreement. Iran’s institutions are not faultless, but have arguably been more 
accountable to the spirit of the agreement than the United States. Iran responded after the 

withdrawal with an increase in uranium enrichment beyond agreed-upon limits, and followed 
up in 2020 with an announcement that it would no longer limit uranium production. 

In the face of economic despair, devastation wrought by the covid-19 pandemic, and 
dissatisfaction with the new government, the situation for ordinary Iranians is dire. The 

malaise felt by many Iranian moderates was only heightened by the imposition of sanctions 
in the fallout of US withdrawal of the Iran deal and the coronavirus, as any reformist project 

was incapacitated by the immediate crisis. Indeed, an article by the Brookings Institute 
indicates that “real per capita household expenditure fell on average by an unprecedented 

one-third in the first month after covid-19’s arrival in Iran,” given the country’s early battle with 
the pandemic. Despite Raisi’s “Roadmap for the Economy”, a set of campaign promises that 

aims to increase exports, reform budgetary structures, and provide fiscal reform, as well as 
reduce Iran’s enormous €10.5bn budget deficit, the continued presence of harsh sanctions 

is unlikely to allow Raisi to address the structural root of Iran’s economic woes. In 
interrogating the problems present in contemporary Iran, the common denominator 

appears twofold: a rational discrepancy between American and Iranian strategic objectives, 
which is nevertheless primarily the fault of American policy; and the imposition of a harsh 

sanctions regime by the US government, which has done little to adequately promote 
Western strategic aims.   

The failure of antagonistic foreign policy 
The tragedy of the situation is amplified by the failure for any lasting cooperative accord to 

develop between Iran and its primary adversary, the US. Negar Mortazavi, an Iranian-
American journalist, claims that “Tehran and Washington have been caught in a cycle of 

mismatched timing over the past three decades,” using the example of the reformist 
president Khatami’s overtures to the West coinciding with George Bush’s aggressive 

posturing towards Iran in the midst of the Iraq War. The crushing sanctions regime has led to 
an inflation rate of 43 percent in the last year and a decrease in average living standards by 

13 percent since sanctions were reinstated. At first, it may be difficult to see the geopolitical 
logic here. While Trump has stated that the US does not seek regime change in Iran, the 

policy of ‘maximum pressure’ in the form of hard-hitting sanctions seems intended to compel 
Iranians to push for political change in the face of a severe degradation in material 



 

 

conditions. Instead, as Intercept journalist Murtaza Hussain writes, this serves to “make life 

as miserable as possible for ordinary Iranians while failing to create political change in their 
country,” and cites Columbia professor Richard Hanania’s assertion that “Iran more clearly 

resembles the recent American experiences in the Middle East like Libya and Iraq than it 
does the Soviet Union in 1989.” The parallel with Iraq in particular is a useful one, especially in 

the 1990s interregnum period between the Gulf War and the US-led invasion of Iraq in 2003.  

The replacement of the moderate Rouhani with Raisi has, in the words of most credible 

observers, been “pre-engineered”. High voter turnout in Iranian elections has been closely 
linked to the election of reformists and moderate candidates, and indeed the previous 

presidential election in 2017, which saw a face-off between Raisi and Rouhani, led to a 
landslide victory for Rouhani. The voter apathy in the recent election is indicative of a deeply 

bruised civil society, squeezed on one end by the authoritarian postures of the Guardian 
Council and on the other by the devastating effects of the sanctions regime. A parallel can 

be drawn between the ongoing sanctions on Iran and the brutal sanctions regimes applied 
to Iraq between 1991 and 2003, which were ostensibly directed to prevent the buildup of 

Iraqi armaments. Despite the militarisation of the Iraqi state and the frivolous, even 
kleptocratic public spending projects instigated by Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein, the 

sanctions regime is responsible for a “major share” of the substantial degradation of material 
conditions in Iraq over that time period. While there was a general consensus that the 

sanctions achieved their goal of armament limitation, and the later revelation that the alleged 
presence of WMDs in Iraq was entirely fabricated and contravened by credible international 

authorities, the US proceeded with the invasion of Iraq as part of a coalition of international 
forces in 2003. The sanctions did not undermine the autarky of Saddam Hussein, and 

instead only served to strengthen his grip on the country, with the suppression of dissident 
political groups justified on the grounds that they merely represented American attempts at 

undermining his rule. This raises the question: what are sanctions for, and what are they 
leading to?  

In answering this, another parallel can be drawn between the ongoing American embargo 
on Cuba and their original purpose: an ancestor of Trump’s doctrine of ‘maximum pressure’, 

which sought to degrade material conditions in Cuba to the extent that the Cuban 
government would allow market access for American firms, and push civil society to the 

brink so as to lead to the deposition of Cuban leader Fidel Castro. ‘Maximum pressure’ in 
both instances has been a clear failure with the result of either decades of impoverishment, 

or the abandonment of the sanctions regime altogether in the pursuit of military intervention. 
As the Guardian Council asserts a hardline posture, with large-scale interventions in Iran’s 

electoral processes, it is hard not to conclude that this has been instigated by the calculation 
that diplomatic accord with the United States is impossible. Indeed, this ‘realpolitik’ 

perspective is substantiated in the historical record. Despite cooperation with UN nuclear 
authorities in both Libya and Iraq and the total absence of evidence for any covert nuclear 



 

 

activities by international inspectors, both countries faced brutal American led interventions. 

Unsettling for the Iranian leadership, both interventions saw the deaths of leaders (Libyan 
leader Muamar Gaddafi and Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein), followed by the destabilisation of 

both countries with ongoing civil strife. The Guardian Council’s embrace of hardliners may 
not just be due to the ideological imperatives of their revolutionary theology, but also a 

recognition that moderate diplomatic policies may be untenable.  

What next? 
It is inarguable that sanctions present an effective ‘stick’ with which the governments of 
these states have substantial incentive to avoid. However, the current calculus employed by 

the US government - evidenced by the weight of recent history - seems to provide no real, 
tangible incentives for targeted states. The capricious nature of American politics, where an 

agreement with a moderate president providing a constructive framework for reconciliation 
may give way to a combative president intent on removing the framework entirely, ensures 

that any future overtures by the Biden administration will be viewed with significant 
scepticism, especially if this is not secured by a strong legislative mandate that may secure 

the deal in law, and not merely executive discretion.  

A recognition must also be given to the strategic appeal of nuclear weaponry; Shahram 

Chubin argues that this is rooted in the Iran-Iraq war, when “Tehran wanted to guard against 
a future surprise analogous to Iraq’s repeated use of chemical weapons.” Despite significant 

consternation over the North Korean nuclear program, military intervention has been 
recognised by consensus in the West as inevitably disastrous because of the risks of 

nuclear retaliation towards regional allies. Given that policy hawks in the United States have 
advocated conflict with Iran for decades, including elements of the Trump cabinet that 

supported regime change, such as John Bolton,  fear of future military intervention is 
certainly not unsubstantiated. Although the assassination of senior military official Qasem 

Soleimani in January 2020 represented the last major act of military aggression by the 
Trump administration in Iran, it is not out of the question that a future administration may 

continue to escalate the use of force.  

This is not so far as to suggest that pro-nuclear elements in the Iranian government are 

entirely vindicated. Rather, if we start from the premise that both nuclear proliferation and 
military intervention are undesirable outcomes from a Western strategic point of view, the 

course of action pursued by the Trump administration, as well as historical pressure 
attempts instigated against Iraq, Libya and Cuba, appear not just harsh but deeply counter-

productive. Rather than disincentivising nuclear development and providing an “off-ramp” 
for weapons development and normalisation within the international community, the 

rational, realist approach for rogue states is to be deeply sceptical of any sort of 
rapprochement. As promises for cooperation in Libya and Iraq were unilaterally violated by 

the United States, it will be difficult to win trust back. The most viable path forward would be 



 

 

to enshrine the existing JCPOA framework in law as a ratified treaty, which requires an Act 

of Congress, rather than as a mere political agreement advanced by the White House. 
Congressional deadlock, instigated in large part by hawkish members of the GOP, may 

render such a ratification impossible. However, if the agreement is to truly be securitised, this 
is the only way forward. 

Even if internal change in the Iranian government is desired, sanctions seem to do little in 
terms of encouraging dissenting pressure to build on ruling regimes. Instead, as seen over 

the past three years in Iran, civil society is dampened by material desperation and the ascent 
of hardline politics. Despite substantial illiberal and authoritarian elements, Iran is 

nevertheless a representative democracy with an engaged citizenry. While the elections 
represent a substantial setback for the engagement of citizens in the political process, it is 

very unlikely that the further degradation of the Iranian economy will lead to a more vibrant 
and democratic political culture.  

The Biden administration should take this seriously and into consideration. An appropriate 
first step would be to demonstrate their strong commitment to reintegration; the US should 

also extend the olive branch by providing a measure of sanctions relief and targeted support 
for the medical system, which has been particularly hard-hit by the pandemic. A step like this 

would require a level of humility and grace almost unprecedented in recent American policy. 
However, it would go a long way into proving Joe Biden’s assertion that “America is back” - 

albeit this time as a partner, and not as an unreliable adversary. 

 

  



 

 

Presentation: Populism and the Erosion of 
Democracy in Poland and Hungary 

Professor Anna Grzymala-Busse 

opulism is a worldwide phenomenon; politicians employing its methods have emerged 

across the globe changing the political landscape in their polities and the geopolitical 
landscape in their regions. Populist parties are by no means a recent phenomenon limited 

only to Europe: these parties have been active in the United States, Latin America, and 
Southeast Asia. Populism itself has been defined by the Dutch political scientist Cas Mudde 

as a “thin-centred ideology”, a framework of thin commitments which make up the worldview 
the parties apply to their respective country. They divide society into loyalists and traitors, 

with the ‘people’ pitted against the ‘elite’. This binary framework allows them to define a clear 
group to which their supporters belong to and a clear group against which they stand.  

While populist parties have been growing all over Europe, beginning with the first elections 
in the post-communist member states of the European Union, there have been marked 

differences between their rise in Eastern and Western Europe. In Western Europe, they 
started from a smaller base and while they grew relatively more than in Eastern Europe, in 

absolute terms they have remained smaller. The opposite is true in Eastern Europe: where 
the early “poster children” of post-Soviet reform: Hungary and Poland were the countries 

where populists have had the greatest take-off. The consolidation of the party system in 
Western Europe made it harder for the populist parties to enter as the possible space for 

them was limited. The opposite was true in Eastern Europe, where populist parties can 
govern without coalition partners. 

In effect, the reformers have become the anti-progressives of the 2000s and 2010s. Once 
in government, they started to undermine the liberal democratic institutions in their 

respective countries. In Hungary, the former party of young democrats, Fidesz, the 
Federation of Young Democrats-Hungarian Civic Alliance, after turning into a conservative 

populist party in the 1990s, has made steady gains in the 2000s until they reached a 
supermajority with over 2/3rds of the seats in the legislature. With this supermajority, they 

have broad implications for the political institutions within Hungary, as they can, and have, 
been changed. Another example is PiS, Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, the Law and Justice party 

in Poland which, in contrast to Fidesz, has been conservative and populist from the very 
beginning. In 2015 and again in 2019, they won elections with an absolute majority and 

subsequently formed a single-party government. They view the post-1989 changes in 
Poland as illegitimate, as a compromise between communists and liberals that has sold out 

Poland’s interests. 
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These parties make two claims: that the elites are a corrupt self-serving cartel and that they, 

the populist parties, are uniquely situated to represent the ‘people’ and their interests. These 
parties also call for more direct forms of representation rather than relying on formal 

democratic institutions. This is a very broad framework and one that can encompass a 
variety of political parties. In post-communist countries, these parties question many parts 

of the post-Soviet consensus such as their liberal democratic institutions and seek instead 
to shape the political system in accordance with their own needs and the needs of the 

masses they claim to represent. In doing so they do not mind circumventing these 
institutions, as Poland has and continues to do with the judiciary system by forcibly removing 

judges before their terms expired, politicising the Constitutional Tribunal, and establishing a 
disciplinary chamber in the High Court capable of revoking judgeships - all of which has been 

declared illegal by the European Court of Justice. Furthermore, they often reject established 
conventions and employ new ways of communicating and bringing about political discourse 

which are outside the usual political playing arena. 

Not unpredictably, the result of this is an erosion of liberal democracy with potentially 

harmful consequences for broader geostrategic alliances in the region as they also 
represent ideological shifts that might make them less aligned with their democratic allies. It 

seems only a matter of who will turn their back on the other first, as either the countries 
governed by populists will reject their democratic allies or the democratic allies will reject the 

populist countries. 

The theories behind their rise are varied. The one favoured in this article is that it comes 

down to a failure of mainstream parties to be responsive to and to effectively articulate the 
concerns of their citizens which has left a political gap for populist parties to enter. Other 

explanatory approaches like the economic grievance theory, immigration or international 
meddling fail to give a similarly convincing explanation.  

The economic grievance theory fails to give a satisfactory explanation as while Hungary 
weathered an economic crisis, Poland, the only country in the European Union to do so, has 

had positive economic growth in every year since 1989. Furthermore, the theory that 
populism arises from a backlash to immigration seems to be rather based on fearmongering 

of the supposed cultural threat it poses as the actual numbers of immigrants in these 
countries have been very low as they have all worked hard to prevent it. Lastly, international 

influence, or more precisely soft power projection by Russia, while superficially plausible, 
seems too short-sighted an explanation to tell us much about the changes in these 

countries. Especially as Poland has a rather strained relationship with Russia resulting from 
a complicated history between the two countries, which has left a mark to this day. This 

leaves us with the failure of mainstream parties as the most viable cause which this article 
will examine further. 



 

 

Said failure of these parties can historically be traced back to the post-Soviet compromises 

of 1989 which centred around the rejection of communism and the Soviet imperial project, 
with new-found parties instead preferring a “Return to Europe” as their dominant policies, in 

combination with a consensus on democracy and free markets as a goal. Quite poignantly, 
there is a photo of round table negotiations taking place in Poland and Hungary where elites 

from both sides sat together and decided what the future should bring: a quaint, apt moment 
to epitomise this elite cooperation and reconciliation. The result of these negotiations was 

an ideological consensus on a “Return to Europe”, liberal democracy and free markets, all 
reinforced by the desirability of the European Union. 

This was critical for the regime reforms that took place over the next decade as the 
agreements over the rules of the game served as a prerequisite for democratic reforms and 

economic reforms which were implemented by governments across the ideological 
spectrum. This rosy tale took a sharp turn as it subsequently led to the political failure of the 

mainstream parties because, in their cooperation with each other, they became 
indistinguishable from one another and appeared non-responsive to the demands of their 

people. This was further amplified by a depoliticization of certain topics in the public debate 
because of the consensus on the initial reforms. Projects like the economic and political 

reforms, ascent to NATO, and to the EU were questioned by few and consequently provided 
room for the populist parties to emerge as prominent critics of these reforms. They 

appeared as a uniquely responsive alternative to the mainstream parties and grew 
increasingly powerful. 

Once they grew strong enough to get into political office, they furthered both the erosion of 
formal democratic institutions and made more informal threats towards the system of 

democracy as a whole. In accordance with their illiberal populist vision, they criticised the 
elite consensus as a corrupt and unresponsive cartel which imposed a set of policies and 

institutions that needed to be erased. Additionally, they emphasised the need for institutions 
to reflect what they call the ‘popular will’, which in reality, means nothing more than a partisan 

mandate for the electoral winners. The result is the authoritarian backsliding of these 
countries. 

In practice this meant that, given their solid parliamentary majorities, these parties had the 
opportunity to transform their countries. First populist governments targeted both formal 

institutions of oversight and accountability and informal norms of democratic governance. 
Both Fidesz and PiS have targeted the formal institutions of the rule of law and liberal 

democracy. They have introduced new legal constraints that undermine liberal norms 
(making constitutional changes, limiting the freedom of the media, financing loyal NGOs, 

etc.) This follows from the parties’ view that these institutions are the product of a corrupt 
elite after the fall of the Soviet Union rather than autonomous institutions of democratic 

accountability and legal constraint. 



 

 

As part of their reform agenda, they began to target the independent institutions responsible 

for monitoring and oversight of elections, government process, and policy implementation, 
which are central to democratic checks and balances. The judiciary, their first target, quickly 

became politicised, followed by oversight and regulatory institutions, such as anti-
corruption bureaus and ombudsmen. Lastly, they went after media organisations and civil 

society, where for example in Hungary, Fidesz brought the Central European University to 
its heel. A new media law gave Hungary’s Media Oversight Board the power to bankrupt any 

media outlet. Most importantly, they tackled the political-legal framework in their respective 
countries, such as electoral laws and in Hungary, the constitution as well, changing both to 

their advantage in an attempt to cement their power for decades to come. The formal 
institutions of democracy rest on informal commitments to democracy. Civil society in 

Poland and Hungary has reacted to these reforms, both on the streets and in parliaments. 

These populist governments have made a point of undermining both formal and informal 

democratic norms in their respective polity. The former includes conflict of interest laws, 
financial transparency, respect of opposition, access and accountability to media, and the 

meritocratic awarding of jobs, tenders, and contracts. But in addition to the violation of the 
formal democratic institutions, there has also been a violation of the informal norms of 

democracy. This includes the norms of mutual toleration of the opposition and the 
government, and forbearance from using the law as a weapon, what the political scientists 

Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt have described as the critical informal norms of 
democracy, which have also been violated in Hungary and Poland. Moreover, critics are 

dismissed and branded irrelevant and unpatriotic traitors, rather than constructively 
engaged with. Additionally, the media is constantly denounced and restricted in what is 

considered permissible. This pressure can take various forms; for example, in Hungary 
advertising contracts are only given to media outlets that support the governing party. The 

PiS party in Poland is now attempting to do the same thing, to bring the media under state 
control. The aim is to take over the framing of events, to show one story without any kind of 

media or public oversight. PiS’s takeover of the state news channel, TVP, has achieved 
exactly this, becoming a virtual propaganda tool. Furthermore, there is a loss of informal 

accountability norms: information about party donors and those who benefit from these 
parties is now entirely opaque, conflict of interest norms are also being abandoned. Parties 

pursue all these strategies with the overarching goal of precluding challenges and 
strengthening their political power base over the long run. As a result of this constant 

campaign and fight against these norms, they have now largely vanished. 

These governments have also targeted informal norms of democratic inclusion. The 

narrative of dividing the people into several groups, namely the “good” and the “bad”, the 
latter then also applied to the opposition in these countries. They are painted as traitorous 

and only certain groups are said to “truly” belong to the country. This notably also excludes 
sexual and religious minorities, former communists, even though many in the current 



 

 

governments were themselves former communists (e.g., one member of Poland’s 

Constitutional Tribunal was a war-time prosecutor who incarcerated opposition activists). 
Jarosław Kaczyński in Poland for example denounces his opposition as “the worse sort of 

Poles”. The idea being promoted is that these populist parties are seeking to rebuild a ‘fallen’ 
nation. Their actions are disguised as being in the interests of the wider population, though 

in reality, they serve none more than the party loyalists themselves. 

The damage of the violation of these norms can go deeper and be far less reversible than the 

damage done to the formal institutions in these countries. In effect, once trust and 
consensus disappear, they are very difficult to recreate. Yet despite all these attacks on the 

democratic systems in their countries and enormous international and domestic criticism, 
support for PiS and Fidesz has been very resilient. PiS still maintains a steady 35% to 38% in 

public opinion polls and Fidesz has been re-elected twice. 

This is not just because they have changed the institutions but also because they have 

delivered on critical policy promises such as higher levels of social spending, targeted 
toward their own constituencies and a new rhetoric of governing on behalf of the ‘good’ 

people. In parallel, critics have been ineffectual, often due to an internally conflicted and 
fragmented political opposition which has been unable to form durable coalitions in either 

Poland or Hungary. Meanwhile, the European Union has been mostly bark, with little bite and 
has largely tolerated the erosion of democracy in both countries. 

But not all is bleak, as support for liberal democratic institutions remains high, despite the 
support for these parties. Thus, we should argue that the support for populists we observe 

is not a measure of broad dissatisfaction with democracy as a whole, but the parties which 
took over as part of the post-Soviet re-structure. In short, the problem is that mainstream 

parties failed to live up to the expectations of their voters. 

Furthermore, populist parties tend to be punished (held accountable) at a higher rate than 

other parties (nearly twice as high). This is of course not a prediction, and it is contingent on 
the fact that some of these parties have not yet monopolized power and transformed the 

electoral institutions to make this punishment much harder.  

What can be learned from all of this? Political party competition and specifically a viable and 

robust opposition that offers a real alternative to voters is critical for the health of any 
democracy. Where such opposition is weak and fragmented it is easier for populist 

governments to impose authoritarian changes as they are largely unconstrained by any 
electoral threats. While populists in the opposition have questionable policies and 

standpoints, they are by far less generous in power. No liberal democracy can be 
complacent about these possibilities. 

  



 

 

Global Economy 
—Editor’s Note 

With phrases such as ‘trade war’, ‘vaccine diplomacy’, and ‘stimulus package’ 

dominating our lexicon again, there’s no denying that we’re in a precarious 

moment, globally.  

Economies everywhere are grappling with the challenges – some known, most unknown – of 

returning to ‘precedented times’ after over 18 months of ‘unprecedented times’ impacting 

hundreds of millions of lives around the world. This issue’s Global Economy section does both 

– a bird’s eye view on international political economy and a worm’s eye view from individual 

States. 

Contemplating post-Brexit measures in the UK, Bernard Russo warns against the unintended 

negative externalities of implementing ‘freeports’, which can fuel trade and revenue, but may 

also provide kindle for organised crime like smuggling.  

Focusing across the Atlantic, Jesus Briseño Gomez España, writes about Mexico’s political and 

economic climate in the wake of Andrés Manuel López Obrador’s (AMLO) tenure as president. 

España makes a case for increased Foreign Direct Investment in Mexico, citing good rates of 

return and analysing factors that contribute towards making a Mexico a good destination for 

capital, despite AMLO’s “anti-business” positioning.  

Moving away from States, Tim Breitbach and Chiara Oosthuizen tackle the question of how 

companies will need new financial models to work towards attaining their efficiency goals. 

Breitbach and Oosthuizen pitch a distinctive financial mechanism to “turn waste into currency”.  

Widening the lens, Ian Loh contemplates the future of money in the 21st century. Charting a 

brief history of currency, from barter to bitcoin, Loh argues that, “Given the advancement of 

blockchain technology, a hybrid model of money consisting of bitcoin, stablecoin and CBDC 

is plausible in the era of digitalisation amidst the fourth industrial revolution.” 

  



 

 

The Interview: Bitcoin and ESG: On a collision course? 
Asset managers looking to invest responsibly 

might have to think twice. 

Dave Muriuki 

Joel Shapiro, Professor of Financial Economics at Saïd Business School sat down with our 

Global Economy Editor to discuss two of the biggest stories in asset management today – 
responsible investing and the mainstreaming of cryptocurrencies. 

 
— Let’s start right at the top by breaking down what ESG is. 

  
ESG stands for environmental, social, and governance factors. It actually encompasses a lot 

of things which we think might be good in the long run for our system, for society and for 
value. But it is admittedly kind of a hodgepodge, in some sense. Another way to look at it is an 

evolution of corporate social responsibility, the idea of having corporations help the broader 
community. 

— So in essence, a number of different elements have been brought together under the 

umbrella of ‘responsible investing’. Why has ESG become so important recently? 

On the environmental side, the science on climate change is becoming more and more 

accepted. And it's also becoming more and more accepted that climate change will have 
serious impacts on both our lives and on the bottom line of corporations. So that's where the 

environmental aspect comes in. On the social aspect, there have always been metrics that 
companies track such as employee satisfaction but movements such as Black Lives Matter 

have really brought social issues to the fore. As for governance, there is a renewed focus on 
stakeholders. 

  
— The University of Cambridge’s Centre for Alternative Finance estimates that the energy 

expended on mining bitcoin exceeds the annual consumption of the Netherlands or the 

UAE. On the other hand, the argument has been made that most of that is renewable, 

Coinshares estimates that number to be 74% on average and in some areas such as 

Sichuan, as high as 95%. Where do you stand on this? 

I think it's a false argument to say, if crypto is using renewable energy, it's good. We need to 
use less energy, not more – and from renewable sources. Also, because Bitcoin mining is a 



 

 

24/7 affair, the reality is that power for mining is probably going to come from all different 

types of sources, including non-renewables such as coal. This is obviously a big concern in 
a lot of Asian countries where most mining takes place and non-renewable energy is a big 

part of the energy mix. There’s also the argument that, you know, mining is actually good, 
because it's going to spur development of renewables, but that seems ridiculous to me. 

  
— Bitcoin has been hailed both as an insurance policy against irresponsible developed 

country central banks and as a way for people to receive remittances in places such as 

Venezuela where the government takes an onerous cut of money coming in from 

abroad. However, critics point to cryptocurrencies’ role in crime – a paper published in 

the Review of Financial Studies estimated Bitcoin to be involved in $76 billion worth of 

illegal activity. Which argument do you find more compelling? 

  
Do I find one more compelling than the other? Let me put it this way – there’s lots of evidence 

that it does facilitate criminal transactions. And I don't know about the evidence on it making 
the lives of people in developing countries better. But anecdotally, I've heard people say this, 

and it seems to stand to reason, that if you're in a country where there's hyperinflation, you 
might prefer access to an alternative means of transacting. Actually, you know, those people 

would be very happy to transact in dollars, but it’s hard to get dollars and easier to get crypto. 
So, from that point of view, it makes sense. On criminal transactions though, I think 

everybody agrees it facilitates illegal activity, there's no question about that. As to whether it 
helps developing countries? I guess it does, but I’d say the bad governance of some of these 

countries is the problem we should be focused on, not alleviating the symptoms. 

  
— That’s a good segue to the final leg – governance. Public markets have clearly defined 

stakeholder structures that protect investor interests. Cryptocurrencies have largely 

been shielded from similar oversight. The very nature of decentralized cryptocurrencies 

where no central party controls it has been a massive draw for users. There is, though, 

the real risk of a 51% attack, where one group becomes the majority of miners, allowing 

them to prevent new transactions from being confirmed and critically, even reversing 

transactions, which would allow the double spending of coins. If you were to look at 

Bitcoin from a governance perspective, how would you rate it? 

  
That's a hard question to answer, As you point out, in theory, it's very decentralised. And 
there are positive aspects to cryptocurrencies, such as facilitating writing contracts more 

clearly. It could also help execute contracts better, which in the long run could lead to better 
governance for any type of company. But, it is tricky to talk about the governance of crypto 



 

 

companies where it's hard to identify crypto companies and their corporate structure. The 

market is opaque, which is generally thought of as a bad thing for governance. 

  
— Agreed. To sum up, do you see asset managers who believe in responsible investing 

being able to add cryptocurrencies to their holdings? 

  
I find it hard to believe that the responsible investor would do so given the energy 
implications. It’s important to note though, that there are crypto fanatics, and there are ESG 

fanatics. And it's interesting because, you know, both preach the value of either crypto or 
ESG to the exception of everything else. Now both of these are kind of emerging ideas. 

Blockchain is an emerging technology. ESG is something we're learning about all the time. 
But some people feel that they've learned everything they need to know about both of them. 

And so, I think, it's interesting, because both of these are entering and disrupting the world of 
finance. But of course, we all know finance is full of people trying to fool others and make 

money off of them. And so anything that's new is a place where people can make money off 
of each other. So I'd urge people to be cautious when entering either of these two worlds.  



 

 

Fool’s Gold: Criminal Opportunities and Prospects in 
Post-Brexit UK 

I’m standing alone/ You’re weighing the gold 

I’m watching you sinking/ Fool’s gold. 

Stone Roses – Fool’s Gold, 1989. 

Bernardo Russo 

n March 2021, the UK government announced the creation of eight freeports throughout 

the country. Freeports are areas around airports, seaports, and airports where goods 
coming in and out are subject to less controls. For example, goods can be produced and re-

exported without custom duties, and taxes might be lower or scrapped altogether. These 
characteristics have earned freeports the label of “off-shore areas”.  Freeports are touted as 

having the potential to re-launch the UK economy by transforming the country into a global 
trade centre, leading to urban regeneration and job-creation. They are expected to be 

implemented in England by late 2021.  

Organised Crime: An Unexpected Risk 
Arguably, the creation of freeports has been a cornerstone of the conservatives’ 

programme for a long time. Some experts suggest UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson wants 
to use these areas to transform the UK into a ‘European Singapore’ to boost the post-Brexit 

economy.  

However, this plan ignores the significant risk that freeports might inadvertently encourage 

criminal activities along with legitimate business. Freeports are prone to become hotspots 
for money laundering, tax evasion, and other serious crimes such as drug dealing. Brexit may 

exacerbate this risk, with food prices having increased since 2019 and official data 
suggesting that the new arrangement is affecting prices and availability negatively.  

This reduction in availability could pave the way for an increase in the snuggling of primary 
goods into the UK and, together with the opening of new, unregulated exchange spots, this 

might create a deadly combination that benefits organised criminal groups (OCGs). The 
victims of this criminal activity will be everyday citizens – both the workers living in these 

areas, which offer fewer employment protections to residents; and consumers, who will find 
themselves vulnerable to counterfeited goods. The creation of freeports could end up being 

the most promising opportunity for British OCGs in decades.  
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The risk of off-shore areas for workers 
The Tory party’s ideas to transform the UK into a free-market paradise is not likely to 
encourage job creation. Analysis of the Centre for Cities highlights that although freeports 

create significant job reallocation, the overall increase of job opportunities is insignificant. 
Moreover, freeports will mainly be concentrated in the North East, which already hosts many 

of the companies based on import-export. Furthermore, the job reallocation created by 
unregulated trading posts will negatively affect local businesses, taking workers away from 

smaller companies, which may be struggling, and to the freeports.  

Most saliently, freeports pose large risks to workers' rights. The Singapore model may be 

extremely business-friendly, but it does not offer serious protections for worker’s rights. 
Furthermore, Britain is no longer bound to the EU market’s regulations, subsequently leaving 

the freeports’ workforce with lower protection. By having more employment opportunities 
than surrounding areas, and thus attracting workers from nearby areas, freeports’ 

managers will have major bargaining power over employees. Without the need to comply 
with EU regulations, this bargaining power is likely to translate into a lowering of 

safeguarding standards for workers. Workforce reallocation could leave workers 
vulnerable, easy to replace and without adequate safeguards. Such a workforce can be 

capitalised on by criminal organisations. OCGs might bribe frontline operators to help them 
in smuggling illicit goods in the country, and find it easy to intimidate an already vulnerable 

workforce.  

The issue of worker’s rights is deeply entwined with criminal activity and exploitation. For 

example, the latest National Strategic Assessment from the National Crime Agency 
underlined that criminal groups in the UK are increasingly exploiting the vulnerable 

population into serious and organised crime, including modern slavery and human 
trafficking. Furthermore, the report underlines that British OCGs are differentiating their 

activities. The creation of freeports could exacerbate this problem. OCGs already operating 
in cities that become freeports can make use of looser regulation to expand their trafficking 

efforts, as well as control illicit exchanges by intimidating and bribing a poorly safeguarded 
workforce.  

The risk of off-shore areas for smuggling 
While the workforce can to some extent be monitored and controlled, the smuggling of 
expensive primary goods is harder to control, and might create a large black market that 

many citizens will use. The market opportunity created by the increasing price of food – in a 
country that is struggling to strike a trade dealt with the US – may provide more impetus for 

the expansion of illegal activity. OCGs that are already involved in transnational trafficking 
and are planning to expand their activities are well-positioned to gain control of such a 

market. Whether freeports actually increase demand for illegal products, however, is up for 



 

 

debate. In the case of drugs, for example, a recent paper suggested that new instruments 

that facilitate drug exchange do not actually boost a country’s drug demand. For example, 
drug trafficking done through Darknet forums satisfied pre-existing demand, rather than 

boosting the creation of new drug routes. Hence, freeports might not be sufficient to create 
a massive expansion in illicit markets but would rather decrease the difficulty in organising 

illicit trades in the UK, much like the Darknet facilitated drug exchange. 

The example of the Italian port of Gioia Tauro is a case in point for how freeports can have 

unintended criminal consequences for society. Gioia Tauro's port was created with a strong 
entrepreneurial spirit and was based on maritime services. However, as can be seen in a 

Centre for Industrial Studies report, these commercial goals failed due to the local criminal 
organisation. The Calabrian OCG benefited from weak government structures and 

regulation. In turn, this criminal enterprise discouraged legal business transactions, and 
imposed increasing security costs on the State. The UK government’s implementation of 

freeports, without consideration of the complexities of each context and a clear plan for the 
regulation of crime, makes the risk these off-shore areas will become hubs of illegal activity 

tragically high. 

Possible policy solutions 
However, the UK government could prevent any of this from happening. The UK has already 
shown it can act decisively to regulate markets where OCGs are involved. For example, in 

the early ‘90s, OCGs used to supply their own doormen at UK nightclub doors, which led to 
a high level of criminal activity. The campaign for regulation of bouncers in the late ‘90s then 

forced nightclubs to employ only registered bouncers. Although the solution did not stop the 
problem, it reduced the extent to which OCGs were able to impose their own rules. Similarly, 

strong legislation to regulate the new workforce appears to be necessary to reduce the role 
that OCGs might be able to play in freeports. As OCGs exploit and impose their protection 

on vulnerable subjects, a regulated and protected workforce will be more difficult to control. 
Strong regulation of the workforce might restrict the control OCGs will be able to have.  

Finally, to move away from a situation where the government is not addressing the criminal 
risks of freeports, it would be desirable to first implement a more limited ‘pilot’ number of 

freeports throughout the country and to monitor the result, including an interim evaluation. 
Arguably, this evaluation is an essential tool to gain an insight into the economic effects of 

freeports, as well as how much OCGs are compromising freeports’ potential.  

The larger the scale of a policy and ambitions, the larger the unpredictable consequences 

they are likely to have for the country. It is incredibly important that the UK government 
doesn’t led blind optimism colour its policies when it comes to creating major unregulated 

areas across the country.   



 

 

What Mexico’s Softening Stance on Business May 
Mean For Foreign Direct Investment 

Mexico’s first big post-Covid election and the spending 
frenzy in the US combined may make today the 
perfect time to invest in the Mexican economy.  

Jesus Briseño Gomez España 

s the largest Spanish-speaking country in the world and the second-most populous in 

Latin America, Mexico has always provided great opportunities for international 
investment. Recently, incumbent President Andrés Manuel López Obrador’s (AMLO) 

strategy – seen by many as anti-business – pushed Mexico off track and off the Kearney FDI 
(Foreign Direct Investment) Index. However, despite this – and thanks to recent domestic 

elections and an overheated post-covid world economy – today may well be the perfect time 
to invest in Mexico. 

Mexico has not been immune to the recent wave of anti-establishment sentiment sweeping 
large portions of the world. Political leaders everywhere have adopted ‘divide and conquer’ 

strategies and seen success for their efforts; one has only to think of Brexit in the UK or 
“swamp draining” in the US. In both countries, these strategies have fuelled polarisation 

amongst voters, sometimes stirring up strong animosity within individual households. The 
same countries also saw higher voter turnouts, propelled in part by the radicalisation of 

social issues. This old and simple strategy dictates that one ought to find a controversial, 
historically divisive issue such as immigration, inequality, or separatist sentiment, take a 

strong radical approach on the topic, and there will be a higher voting turnout.   

In 2017’s general election, then-presidential candidate Obrador swept to power by 

employing a polarising strategy that trained its sights on business as an enemy. The war 
against business, or what he called the “Mafia del Poder” (Power Mafia) rested on the 

argument that the long-standing corruption between the state and business had caused 
most of Mexico’s problems. As president, in his first week in office, Obrador decided to 

cancel the construction of Mexico City’s Airport, which was his predecessor’s largest 
infrastructure project, not to mention being more than halfway completed by then. The 

cancellation of this award-winning airport, designed by the British and Mexican architects 
Norman Foster and Fernando Romero, sent a strong anti-business message to the 

establishment. It ended up costing the taxpayers US$17.5 billion in contract default 
penalties; three times more than Obrador’s original estimates.  
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Mexico's historic economic inequality has created a widespread belief that all the country’s 

wealth has been created through corruption, much like Honoré de Balzac’s famous quote, 
“behind every fortune there is a crime.”  Although it is true that some of Mexico’s oldest 

fortunes were amassed through corrupt state-private relationships, most of the wealth in 
the country has been generated by honest, hard-working individuals and organisations in 

the business community. There are many Mexican companies on the world stage, such as 
Corona’s producer, Grupo Modelo, global concrete leader, Cemex, and the world’s largest 

bread baker, Bimbo. More importantly, the small business community accounts for 52% of 
Mexico’s GDP and generates 72% of Mexico’s employment. 

Obrador’s ‘divide and conquer’ strategy may have won him the election, but it has done 
remarkably little to help him run a smooth and efficient government. Because of his 

economic policies, many international credit rating agencies have downgraded Mexico’s 
rating, causing interest rates to rise. 

In response, President Obrador attacked the rating agencies,alongside his other detractors, 
in his morning press conferences. Obrador expressed his frustration by ranting against 

companies and individuals in the private sector at least every other week. Much like former 
US President Trump, who used his post to bully his adversaries, Obrador has been using the 

presidential podium to wage public war against his opponents. In the business world, the 
president’s adversaries range from pharmaceutical and restaurant conglomerates to 

international beer companies willing to invest in Mexico. This bullying strategy makes him 
look desperate and also damages the reputation of the bullied. Indeed, it is one thing to have 

an industry competitor or the media as public critics; it is entirely another to be lambasted by 
the president of one’s own country. 

What is changing? 
Mexico held one of its largest elections on June 6, 2021, and even though AMLO still has 3 

more years in office, the majority of his party's seats are at stake. Hot on the heels of 
President Trump’s electoral defeat in the United States, caused partly by the double-edged 

sword of his divisive strategy, Obrador’s approach seems more moderate this time around. 
This moderate approach has been evident through recent press statements in which he 

stated that he will welcome foreign investment in the energy sector, provided it doesn’t 
affect the country’s national interest. 

This friendlier stance towards business has already borne fruit, as in the first quarter of 2021 
Mexico broke a record - which had stood since 1999 - for the largest amount of FDI received 

in a single quarter. 

Another encouraging economic indicator is the country’s current debt-to-GDP ratio. 

Mexico’s handling of the covid-19 crisis was, by and large, disastrous. Hospital beds filled up 



 

 

as the government delayed instituting a lockdown, and instead advised citizens to keep 

hugging and continue visiting public venues. President Obrador was reluctant to pass any 
aid bills that would help businesses survive during the pandemic and he opposed increased 

borrowing from the IMF so as not to become slaves of the “ones who pushed the neoliberal 
agenda in Mexico.”  

Lockdown, once instituted, was brief, as businesses were expected to save themselves and 
the federal government distributed little relief through aid programs for the poor. At great 

cost to the lives of many people and the entire health system, Mexico started economic 
recovery and the decision to not to borrow from the IMF played out well for the president by 

maintaining an exceptionally low debt-to-GDP ratio.  Currently, Mexico’s debt-to-GDP ratio 
is 45%, which contrasts with Brazil’s 76%, as well as the US and UK, who are well above the 

100% debt-to-GDP ratio. 

Lastly, a key reason for intensified investment in Mexico is the USA’s burgeoning economic 

boom triggered by post-covid excess liquidity and inflated consumer demand. Mexico’s 
geographic proximity to the US and privileged status as its main trading partner makes it the 

primary beneficiary from America’s economic recovery, as the excess liquidity will permeate 
the Mexican economy. 

Mexico is a resilient and resourceful country that can provide a generous return on 
investment.  The country will thrive with, without or despite populist governments.  Obrador 

must choose if he wants to keep dividing the country, or unite it under a common project. If 
there is no visible change in his divisive agenda, it will likely fall to the people to right his 

wrongs through the democratic process, because as the great Bob Marley wisely said, “you 
can fool some people sometimes, but you can't fool all the people all the time.”  



 

 

Preserving Trust In The Monetary System 
The Future of Money in the 21st Century 

Ian Loh 

Evolution of Trust: From Barter to Banknotes 

oney has played a pivotal role in the advancement of human civilisation. In ancient 

civilisations, societies used an exchange-and-barter system; this proved to be highly 
inefficient, due to the difficulty in achieving the mutual coincidence of wants necessary for 

barters. To facilitate complex economic activities, there was a need for a monetary system 
that would provide a standardised unit of account for transactions and serve as storage of 

value for future consumptions. 

Gradually, a token system evolved to facilitate complex economic activities between 

multiple parties and preserve value across time. Starting off with tokens made of shells and 
stones, humans developed coins of gold and silver, each sort confined to the region it 

originated in. Then, during the Renaissance, as trade and commerce expanded into other 
territories, coins of varying sizes and weights followed.  

As it became increasingly difficult to value different coins against each other, banks began 
to produce banknotes as a solution. The first European banknotes were issued by 

Stockholms Banco in 1661, which replaced the copper plates used as currency in Sweden at 
that time. Bank notes not only reduced the diversity of coins in circulation, but also gained 

popularity because they were much easier to carry, especially for large transactions. This 
set the stage for the predominance of bank notes as money.  

Central Banks as Trusted Institutions 
The transition to paper-based money issued by banks added a new facet to the monetary 
system: trust. Unlike the coins that preceded them, the notes themselves had little to no 

intrinsic value. Users had to trust the issuing institution that these pieces of paper could be 
exchanged for something of value. This is especially true today; unlike in the early days of 

paper money, notes cannot now be exchanged for precious metals. Paper currency carries 
value solely because a government maintains it or the parties engaging in transactions agree 

on it. It’s fiat money, to borrow the economists’ term. The foundation of a robust monetary 
system is therefore “trust”, more than anything else.  

To sustain an effective monetary system, there needs to be an institutional infrastructure 
built upon the foundations of trust to ensure that a standardised form of money is widely 
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accepted, consistently accounted for, and easily transacted. In the United Kingdom, the 

Bank of England serves that role; in the United States, it’s the Federal Reserve. To sustain 
public confidence, central banks need to maintain the stability of purchasing power of fiat 

money, ensure their autonomy from the government, and provide sufficient assurance that 
their power to supply fiat money will not be abused. 

The Erosion of Trust 
Since the global financial crisis of 2008, central banks around the world have extended their 

reach and power to unprecedented levels due to the economic, social, and political impact 
of quantitative easing (QE). QE is a form of monetary policy used by central banks to spur 

economic activities by quickly increasing money supply in their respective counrties. Central 
banks do this by large-scale purchases of assets (including bonds, mortgages, and other 

asset-backed securities), leading to a large increase in their balance sheet. To put this into 
perspective, between 2007 and 2017, the Federal Reserve’s total assets increased five-fold 

from $882 billion to $4.473 trillion. As a result, its total assets increased from 6.0% of US 
GDP in the fourth quarter of 2007 to 23.5% of GDP in the first quarter of 2017. 

Objectively, QE produced positive outcomes, such as improved credit availability and 
liquidity, improved consumer confidence and increased investments and consumption. 

However, the magnitude and rate of quantitative easing can jeopardise the purchasing 
power of fiat money. Furthermore, politicians’ reliance on such policies can can create a 

situation where central banks oversupply fiat money in a bid to fend off an economic (and 
political) crisis but precipitate a decline in institutional trust instead.  

 
In 2020, the world witnessed an unprecedented “money printing” operation by the Federal 

Reserve during the covid-19 pandemic. Between mid-March and early December, the 
Federal Reserve’s portfolio of securities held outright grew from $3.9 trillion to $6.6 trillion. 

Consequently, the US Dollar Index fell from 96.5 to 89.9 within the twelve-month period from 
January to December 2020. In short, the purchasing power of the US dollar for a basket of 

international goods has eroded by approximately 7% in a short time-span. 

The Future of Money in the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
In a search for a “hedge” against an unprecedented surge in money supply, some investors 

have fled from fiat money to digital assets, particularly bitcoin. It has attracted investors for 
two main reasons: firstly, the total supply of bitcoin is capped at 21 million, with a pre-

configured production rate. As such, bitcoin is perceived as a hedge against inflation in an 
expansionary monetary policy environment. Secondly, its decentralised system means that 

there is no single entity that can unilaterally create more bitcoins. While gold has been a 
standard hedge against inflationary conditions, bitcoin has come to be regarded by many as 

a form of digital gold. 



 

 

However, cryptocurrencies are not without their flaws. For instance, bitcoin was originally 

designed as a peer-to-peer electronic payment system that solves the double-spending 
problem. However, its high volatility and large intraday price movements restrict day-to-day 

use of bitcoin in micro-transactions, such as purchasing goods and services. Additionally, its 
drastic price movements affect bitcoin’s ability to be used as a unit of account in corporate 

financial statements. 

To address volatility concerns, tech giant Facebook established the Libra Association (now 

known as the Diem Project) with a vision to introduce a “stablecoin”. According to a 
whitepaper issued in 2019, the Libra Association's mission is to establish a simple global 

payment system and financial infrastructure that empowers people in both developed and 
developing economies to enjoy the benefits of a trusted global monetary system. The plan is 

for stablecoin to be backed by a basket of currencies and US Treasury securities in an 
attempt to lower volatility. Today, members of the Diem Project include Creative Destruction 

Lab, venture capital Blockchain Capital and Singapore’s Temasek. 

In view of these technological developments, central banks around the world are starting to 

feel the threat of digital assets. In recent years, there has been discussion around central 
bank digital currencies (CBDCs): essentially, the digitalisation of fiat money. A CBDC would 

allow the general public to hold central bank-issued money digitally, thus providing a more 
secured and centralised payment system. However, a CBDC is treated exactly the same 

way as a bank note in economic terms. As such, CBDC does not resolve the fundamental 
problems of the devaluation of purchasing power of fiat money and does not protect against 

the risk of central bank’s abuse of power to supply more money than necessary. 

Given the advancement of blockchain technology, a hybrid model of money consisting of 

bitcoin, stablecoin and CBDC is plausible in the era of digitalisation amidst the fourth 
industrial revolution. The individual strengths of the three instruments complement each 

other’s weaknesses and have respective use cases for long-term storage of value, cross-
border trades and peer-to-peer micro-transactions. 

Bitcoin, with its limited supply, is relevant for long-term holders who are more concerned 
about preserving value and less so about short-term volatility – essentially a gold-like 

alternative asset. Stablecoin can be positioned as a digital token for international 
corporations with cross-border payment needs. The benefit of such an international 

payment system is the limited volatility of the stablecoin and lower transactional costs of 
cross-border payments compared to the existing SWIFT network. CBDC is highly useful for 

domestic transactions and peer-to-peer micro-payments with low throughput and ease of 
usage. 

Regardless of the specific path the world takes, the events of the first two decades of this 
century make it clear that a new era is in the offing.  



 

 

The Future of Energy Efficiency as a Service (EEaaS) 
May Be the No Capital Outlay Partnership 
Agreement 

As governments and global firms seek to attain their energy 
efficiency goals, a distinctive financial mechanism allows CEOs, 

Public Officials, Public Administrators,  City Managers, and Facilities 
Directors to turn waste into currency.  

 

Tim Breitbach, Chiara Oosthuizen, and Cesar R. Hernandez 

ny entity, whether a corporation or a government agency, will have a tendency to place 
its focus on existing budgets and strive either to cut costs or appropriate more funding 

to those budgets as needs arise. New budget line items, such as implementing an energy-
saving green solution, will require some way of determining not only the Return on 

Investment (ROI) to justify the existence of that project, but also a means by which to attain 
the funds required to move any such project forward. 

Unfortunately, in the public sector, a new budget line item representing a large energy-
saving green project will require special appropriations, a possible bond issuance, and 

possibly voter approval. Certainly, if payments to fund green energy-saving solutions could 
come out of an existing budget, such as “utilities”, then the public sector may bypass 

considerable red tape. In the private sector, the corporation will need to make the case to its 
board or investors that such a project, which may well not be part of the corporation’s core 

competency, is worthy of the capital allocation. 

Unfortunately, green energy projects are seldom viewed as having an ROI and may instead 

be viewed as “socially conscious” projects implemented to improve carbon footprints 
irrespective of any monetary returns. As a result, they take a low priority, and they may be 

implemented only if excess capital is available. Given this, such projects may run thirty or 
more years with gradual implementation. Nevertheless, the monetary return on these 

projects could be ascertained through the measurement and verification of actual energy 
savings. Hence, the first step to viewing such projects as high-priority or high-ROI projects 

requires measurement and verification. 

Various Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) have attempted to address this problem of 

using savings as a means to fund energy savings equipment, but their approach usually 
requires the ESCO to take out an equipment loan collateralized by the underlying 
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equipment. Should the ESCO enter bankruptcy, then the equipment loan financing 

company may attempt to repossess the equipment through no fault of the ESCO’s client. 
The ESCO may then, in turn, attempt to lease this equipment to its client, which creates a 

new budget line item for the lease. Furthermore, equipment loans usually charge high levels 
of interest, cannot easily scale to large billion-dollar projects, and require some level of 

personal guarantees by ESCO principals.  

Given this challenge, Minimise Global (Minimise) created a financial model that fast-tracks 

all energy efficiency solutions necessary at no up front cost to the entity, whether public or 
private. Instead of plotting energy reduction plans over 30 years, Minimise looked to 

overhaul the client’s footprint in three years.  

The proprietary model, dubbed the No Capital Outlay Partnership Agreement (NCOPA), is 

a financial model that removes all barriers to maximum energy efficiency. First, through 
auditing, measuring, and verifying with international protocols, the model makes the 

previously invisible energy output visible. Second, through innovative solutions, the model 
captures the existing, now viewable, energy waste, and converts it to energy savings 

currency, which ultimately justifies the capital expenditures for the project. Third, a portion 
of the savings are prepaid and given back to the organisation for indiscriminate use.  

This article sets out to examine the NCOPA model, how it can serve not only as a financial 
tool, but also as a funding tool for energy efficiency and conservation for government 

agencies and private firms.  

Minimise forged the NCOPA in response to an RFP (request for proposal) for energy 

efficiency services for the 7th largest school district in the United States. Hillsborough 
County Public Schools (Tampa, Florida) had no further capacity for debt as the district grew. 

With no available capital for new energy efficiency projects and no appetite by the public to 
increase taxes for such a project, more than 2700 buildings, many of which were built 

decades ago and faced the intense Florida climate every year, would not receive needed 
upgrades. Logistically, the buildings also spanned a region the physical size of the State of 

Rhode Island.  

Other companies that competed in this RFP included but were not limited to Siemens, 

Honeywell and Ameresco. While they all provided viable solutions, none were able to meet 
the basic tenet of the RFP of no capital outlay whatsoever. However, the Minimise funding 

model works in tandem with any of these companies' solutions, making them, in turn, viable 
for clients with funding challenges. 

To achieve this zero capital outlay goal, Minimise had to include as part of its financial model 
some important features. For instance, the model had to operate without imposing collateral 

on the client in order to eliminate the prospect that the equipment might be repossessed 



 

 

through no fault of the client’s. Second, the model had to measure exactly what the ROI 

would be so that the project could be rolled out in as few as three years and funded by the 
underlying savings that the project produced. No longer would such a project have funding 

as “funds became available”, but instead a true business case could be made to fund the 
project all at once in anticipation of savings that have been well estimated, measured, and 

verified. Third, committing to deploying cutting edge solutions which maximise savings, 
since those very savings are the basis for which funding is possible. In other words, the 

greater the savings, the greater the returns, and so the greater can be the funding for such 
projects. 

Due to the ageing infrastructure of these schools and given an annual electric bill of over 
US$35 million, Hillsborough County Public Schools (HCPS) must also have large pockets of 

waste within that electrical bill, which, if identified and eliminated, may produce a monthly 
cash flow stream to pay for the very upgrades needed to eliminate that waste. With this 

approach, Minimise could offer comprehensive energy infrastructure upgrades at no 
upfront cost, while incurring no loans or leases obligations on the balance sheet. 

Furthermore, Minimise realised that the greater the savings, the greater the ability to deploy 
Facilities Improvement Measures (FIMs). Thus, HCPS expanded the agreement, initially 

only for LED lighting and mechanical equipment optimisation, from five years to 25 years, 
also to accommodate HVAC-R upgrades, solar power solution, IoT driven Energy and 

Change Management. It became clear that the emphasis on maximising savings acted as 
the primary driver to expanding the now justifiable scope to include all manner of energy 

savings solutions. Not just a financial tool, therefore but a funding one.  

How does this apply across the board? 
Countries, Cities and Corporations (The Three Cs) around the world are committing to 
meeting carbon reductions and temperature reduction goals proposed by the Paris Accord. 

These Three Cs tend to align in the following three ways.  

First, more often than not, the typical company/government agency, often ill-equipped with 

the needed resources and knowledge to properly pinpoint wasted energy, finds little 
motivation to reduce its footprint, because without measurement, study, and the quantifying 

of the waste through governing standards, the company or government agency cannot 
clearly place return on investment on its capital expenditure. This lack of waste visibility 

more frequently than not creates a stasis where no movement seizes both the day and the 
decision makers. Therefore, any new approach to solve this problem must require 

monitoring and verification, which clearly defines to the company or government agency the 
immediate monetary value of deploying such technology. 

Second, due to limited resources, the more engaged company sees the important work 
needed to be done, but must take a gradual approach as resources become available in the 



 

 

deployment of carbon footprint-reducing equipment and capital expenditures. Hence, such 

companies set up committees and put together a 30-year plan to mirror the Paris Accord 
goals. Unfortunately, such 30-year-long planning creates chaos as personnel will surely turn 

over during the project, and priorities will shift. And because of the above mentioned non-
measured energy footprint, the selected project team often approaches things in a 

disorderly fashion. The agreement’s goal of curbing global warming by 2050 is not 
comprehensible for companies and cities to digest, and eventually, pet projects are sure to 

take precedence over meaningful carbon reduction with little integration and consensus-
building taking the place of action. A better approach might be to look forward to the savings 

to be had with the equipment deployment and ensuing waste reduction over 30 years, and 
then to obtain financing secured by those future savings to deploy equipment today with 

completion of installation in three years, rather than 30. In other words, savings over 30 
years can pay for all of the equipment today, with installation complete in just three years. 

Third, if the more enlightened organisation can identify the waste, monetise the savings, and 
deploy the equipment in a shorter time horizon, then could there also exist further savings 

not utilised by the capital expenditure? In other words, could there be surplus savings? The 
answer to this question may intrigue the reader, because certainly, if the energy savings by 

the equipment deployment could pay for the deployment and still produce further savings 
even after the capital expenditure on the deployment, that would presumably mean that 

much-needed capital can be released for other discretionary spending. 

The NCOPA model identifies waste, finances the equipment necessary to reduce waste 

and thereby produce savings from the elimination of waste, and produces surplus savings 
for the organisation to enjoy. Through historical consumption and billing analyses, 

investment-grade energy audits, new precise energy-monitoring tools, and skilled energy 
engineers and managers, the once-nebulous energy output becomes quantifiable to 99% 

using the globally recognised International Performance Measurement and Verification 
Protocols (IPMVP). In turn, like a bond, which requires coupon payments paid into the future 

over the term of the bond, the future energy savings, in essence, become the very bond 
payments expected of a predictable fixed asset suitable for investment by global banking 

institutions.  

The funding entity simply purchases the savings cash flows for a present value sum, which 

is then used to pay for the equipment, which produces these savings. Any amount not used 
to pay for equipment becomes a saving for the client. Minimise calls these surplus savings 

“Prepaid Savings”; in essence, the portion of the savings received by the client over many 
years is instead paid to the client up front, at the start of construction. 

 



 

 

The NCOPA model, due to its savings-driven nature, creates an interesting incentive for the 

parties to secure best-in-class products and solutions to achieve maximum results in waste 
reduction. Other solutions may  incentivise “cutting corners” or achieving an inferior solution 

in the name of capital expenditure reduction. But with the NCOPA, the greater the savings, 
the more easily funded is the solution, regardless of its size.  

About the planet 
By implementing the solutions within a short window, Minimise greatly elevates the ability to 

reduce carbon emissions and achieve maximum impact. 27 years at full impact, instead of a 
gradual reduction over 30 years, is seismic in scope. Rather than having to make difficult 

decisions with ‘which project in what year’-paralysis, the client goes for all solutions fully 
integrated at no upfront cost, using their waste to fuel their sustainability goals.  

In conclusion, for countries, cities and companies that continually face budget shortfalls, 
Minimise’s No Capital Outlay Partnership Agreement provides not only a way to meet 

climate goals efficiently, but also to generate cash from ancillary savings from the future 
today, enabling them to attack other issues immediately.  

  



 

 

The Highway to Green 
Market-driven frameworks for disclosures are critical 

tools in the fight against greenwashing  

Paulo Klüber and Alexandre Rossin 

reenwashing - when financial institutions label a non-green financial instrument 

"green" - is a growing problem in capital markets. This is not a niche issue; per a January 
2021 report by BloombergNEF, 2020 saw a new record in sustainable debt issuance, 

reaching US $732.1 billion and representing a 29% increase relative to 2019. This included a 
13% rise in volume for traditional green bonds. Demand from investors is creating a 

measurable greenium in green bond markets with some asset managers reporting upwards 
of a 20 basis points premium, and trending up.  According to a leading multi-national 

commercial bank, during 2020, financial instruments labelled green commanded four times 
the demand compared to similar non-green offerings. It’s little wonder then, that banks are 

motivated to label any and all issuances “green”. 

Serious attempts have been made to address these problems by government bodies, 

industry associations, multilateral development banks, non-profit organisations, and private 
entities. The International Capital Markets Association (ICMA), for example, has developed 

a family of principle-based disclosure frameworks with a common set of four principles that 
the market participants are encouraged to follow, and has become the go-to disclosure 

framework. Unfortunately, these principles have proven to be too broad. A mile-wide 
highway, as it were, inadequately policed. 

Take, for instance, the controversial Repsol green bond issued in 2017, which raised €500 
million. The Spanish oil and gas giant claimed it would help cut CO2 emissions by 1.2 million 

tonnes within three years.  This bond was issued in accordance with the ICMA Green Bond 
Principles (GBP), with a second-party opinion provided by Vigeo Eiris, an external 

reviewer.  As the Vigeo Eiris pre-issuance report disclosed, the proceeds were to go 
towards upgrading existing fossil fuel refineries, and it was up to Repsol to allocate the bond 

proceeds, and its “rationale for the selection of Eligible Projects should lead to an overall 
share of refinancing not exceeding 55%.” What will not be lost on the discerning reader is 

that an oil and gas company was raising money to do more oil and gas, albeit more efficiently. 

Another example of an issuance meeting the ICMA standards, despite not being particularly 

green, is the Mexico City Airport Trust, which issued US $6 billion of green bonds in 2016 and 
2017 to finance the construction of a new airport.  It obtained a second party opinion from 

Sustainalytics and green instrument evaluations from rating agencies Moody’s and 
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S&P.  After the Mexican government cancelled the project in 2018 and launched a buyback 

package, Moody’s lowered its green bond assessment from the highest to the lowest, and 
S&P withdrew its green evaluation report.  As the law firm Baker Mckenzie pointed out in a 

September 2019 analysis, the “remaining outstanding bonds are technically labelled green, 
with sustainability use of proceeds wording.” 

Both the Repsol and the Mexico City Airport Trust examples are nuanced, requiring experts 
to discern the shortcomings of their green credentials – there is no smoking gun for 

everyone to see. At first blush, since the ICMA principles were met at the time of issuance, 
everything would seem fine with such green bonds. These bonds would therefore attract 

funds set aside for sustainable responsible investment. Paradoxically, principle-based 
solutions by themselves could end up inadvertently enabling greenwashing and ESG 

washing. It’s a vicious cycle: banks, with their extremely broad leeway; independent external 
reviewers, typically hired by the issuers, who know which side their bread is buttered; and 

investors, with their desire for green products, coupled with an inability to critically assess 
green credentials, all fuel this greenwashing. 

A step in the right direction is the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) from 
the European Supervisory Authority, which recently came into effect.  The SFDR relies in 

part on the EU Taxonomy – a 400-page set of rules which attempts to codify what is “green” 
in excruciating detail.  However, the SFDR is not yet a full solution: its scope is limited to 

Europe (according to Bloomberg, as of 19 April 2021, the market share for green debt held 
by the top European banks was approximately 30%); and it was watered down by the 

impacted stakeholders before it came into effect in March of 2021. As things stand, the 
SFDR is the equivalent of an underpowered highway patrol car. 

A better solution would be an effective market-driven consensus on ESG disclosures. This 
approach would have some additional critical components currently not found in principle-

based approaches. These would include a deliberate set of criteria, better monitoring and 
reporting (expressed in consequential impact reporting), and greater transparency as to 

where in the organisation ESG decisions are being made.  These factors would likely 
gradually improve the market understanding of ESG risks, and also help highlight 

opportunities to market stakeholders. 

Furthermore, rather than relying only on principle-based disclosures, the market would 

need to define some rules and a framework which takes into consideration all of the ESG 
components – becoming an ESG Disclosure Framework.  This Framework would also serve 

as the blueprint for investors to understand and attempt to compare the plethora of ESG-
labelled products that are flooding the market. The idea is that banks using this rule-based 

disclosure framework would be able to command a legitimate ESG premium, because the 
financial instrument in question would be shown to harbour a lower ESG risk. 



 

 

There seems to be sufficient pressure from a mix of market participants and regulatory 

entities to force the prevalence of ESG disclosures by the main players, which are the banks 
and the investors. Once a critical mass of such stakeholders demonstrably reaps the 

benefits of their ESG disclosures, the rest of the market will follow.  What is missing is a 
baseline framework for ESG disclosures that is easy to use, hard to game, and a market 

enabler of some sort – perhaps a multilateral development bank – with the courage and 
wherewithal to get it launched. We need to be able to tell who truly belongs on the highway 

in the first place as we race towards a green future. 

 

  



 

 

Future Challenges 
—Editor’s Note 

As the world’s largest polluter - as well as a growing rival to the US in the realm of 
technological innovation - China sits as both a root cause in the creation of, and 
a vital ally in the alleviation of, many of the existential threats that the world faces, 
least of all climate change. From transport to IVF, the story of Chinese 
development and innovation is inextricably woven into humanity’s fight against 
many of its greatest challenges in the 21st Century and beyond. 

Umar Zaid Abdul Hamid explains the emergence of the concept of ‘Future Mobility’ and how 
a push towards achieving the Sustainable Development Goals is going to disrupt the 
automotive industry. Transport is necessarily such an intrinsic part of our lives that it shapes our 
cities and our daily existence. Changing how we move – via Automated Vehicles, cycles, 
carpools, or on foot – has inevitable consequences for our culture as well.  

Dr. Grace Ross examines the future of reproductive technologies, as we reach a crucial juncture 
in the approaches of governments and medical corporations towards in vitro fertilisation and 
fertility; the focus, in particular, must be on the scientific, economic and ethical questions 
reproductive technology still poses. Effective regulatory frameworks that facilitate innovation 
but imbue ethical guidelines into any and all experimentation will prove essential. 

In a summer that’s been marked by climate disasters across the globe, with flooding in major 
European cities and wildfires blazing through countries, Ellen Ruth Kujawa examines the 
relationship between disaster relief and racial inequity, using the US’ past flood relief efforts as a 
case study. This continued trend in today’s political climate is as frustrating as it is foreseeable. 

Alexis McGivern considers a critical question in the wake of the latest IPCC report on climate 
change: what does it take to be prepared for the now unavoidable challenges bearing down on 
us? Climate action, however small or large in scale, requires a densely connected set of 
stakeholders to move together. McGivern examines how leaders can prepare to tackle such a 
complex beast with so many moving parts. A climate curriculum, McGivern argues, is the logical 
place to start.  

Finally, Jaisal Kapoor questions whether the meteoric rise in consumption of meat substitution 
will truly lead to a substantive reduction in overall meat consumption, as has been widely 
predicted, and whether meatless meat companies will ever truly be able to make the leap into 
widespread acceptance.  



 

 

The Coming Future Mobility Disruption 

Umar Zakir Abdul Hamid 

s ‘sustainable business’ and ‘sustainability’ continue to gain traction in the mainstream 

media and a variety of sectors, the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) are looking at a market potential of US$ 12 trillion and the possibility of creating over 

380 million new jobs. The interconnected Goals, which include affordable and clean energy, 
sustainable cities and communities and climate action, cover the actions of practically every 

sector, including the automotive industry.  

SDGs and Automotive 
Several elements of the SDGs directly address a sustainable future for automotives. For 

example, SDG 11 “sustainable cities and communities” highlights the need for  better city-
planning, which subsequently requires an improvement in public transportation. A positive 

externality of SGD 11 might be a decrease in traffic and road accidents. Additionally, SDG 13 
highlights “climate action” and is, by implication, connected to SDG 11. Automotives are 

intrinsically linked to cities and communities, and the industry will need big disruptions to 
meet the SDGs. This brings us to “future mobility”. 

Future Mobility 
Laboratories all around the world have been studying Future Mobility for some time already. 
However, the SDGs have accelerated the need to achieve a sustainable future for transport.  

Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) are probably one of the most discussed and publicized 
elements of this sector. An AV is a vehicle with self-driving ability, where the vehicle can 

move from point A to B while reacting to the surrounding risk without a human driver present. 
While it takes up the most attention, AV technology is only a tiny glimpse into the future of the 

automotive industry.   

Transportation in the future will be an eco-system comprised of four elements: 

Autonomous, Connected, Electric and Shared (ACES) Mobility. Each of these elements has 
attracted start-ups, with companies trying to create state-of-the-art technologies that will 

shape our future. ACES predicts a world with reduced road fatalities because of decreases 
in human errors, a decreased in traffic pollution spurred by vehicle electrification, and a 

reduction in vehicle possession as people move towards shared mobility in the future.  

It is also important to note that ACES is not limited to road vehicles such as cars, buses and 

trucks, but shared mobility can also include bike and scooter sharing as part of a future 
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shared mobility ecosystem. Cities such as Amsterdam, Helsinki and Copenhagen are 

among the textbook examples of institutions promoting cycling over driving.  

Future Mobility Is Changing How We Are Living? 
These brewing changes and technological disruptions won’t just transform the automotive 
industry, but have the potential to change how we will live in the future.  

For example, the wide scale implementation of AV can potentially help provide year-round 
transportation for people in underserved rural areas. Eliminating the need for human drivers 

will resolve mobility-related pain points in far flung areas. AVs could also be deployed as 
ambulances in conflict zones or regions struck by natural disasters.  

Shared mobility concepts won’t just mean fewer personal cars on the roads, but also reduce 
the need for parking lots in already-crowded cities. Spaces lost to parking lots will open for 

new uses such as playgrounds or parks. These positive externalities will promote several of 
the SDGs, including sustainable cities.  

Challenges in Implementation 
Future Mobility projects are not exempt from the challenges faced by all emerging 
technologies. A prime example is cybersecurity and privacy concerns that will arise from 

connected autonomous vehicles. According to the ‘Recommendations for the Security of 
Connected and Automated Mobility (CAM)’ report by the European Union Agency for 

Cybersecurity, connected automated vehicles won’t just encounter challenges from 
external stakeholders, but may face barriers from internal players within organisations as 

well.  

Future Mobility will also see major changes in acquiring a talented workforce. Universities 
and educational institutions will have to collaborate with automotive manufacturers to 
ensure they’re producing a generation equipped to understand and enhance the emerging 
technologies and challenges of the automotive sector.  

Finally, Future Mobility will trigger uncertainty and disruptions, executives in the automotive 
industry and related sectors will need to scale up their leadership skills in tandem with rapidly 
developing technologies. A people-driven visionary leadership style will be crucial to yield 
feasible and scalable Future Mobility technologies.  

Future Mobility will see the rise of Autonomous, Connected, Electric and Shared Mobility. 
For these new technologies to be implemented widely, the makers, implementers, 
customers and the society they’ll fit into and eventually shape will also have to change in 
favourable ways. Collaboration and partnerships between public agencies, private 
companies and people are going to be important to facilitate a feasible Future Mobility 
implementation. It may be a long road ahead for Future Mobility, but it will ultimately be a 
beneficial one for people and the planet.   



 

 

Infertility, In Vitro Fertilisation, and the Quest for a Child 
As demand for IVF treatment continues to grow, governments, 

private industry and the science itself must all keep pace 

Dr Grace Ross 

round one in seven couples in the U.K. will experience infertility whilst trying to have a 
baby. Infertility is defined in hetrosexual couples under 35 years old as the inability to 

conceive after 12 months of regular unprotected intercourse. Many will use in vitro 
fertilisation (IVF) or other assisted reproductive technologies to help in their pursuit of 

parenthood. The world’s first baby conceived using IVF was born in 1978, lifting ‘test tube 
babies’ from science fiction into reality. Since then, the fertility sphere has exploded. Thanks 

to improved technologies, safer treatments, and rising infertility, more people are accessing 
fertility treatments than ever before. It is predicted that the global fertility industry could see 

USD$41b in sales by 2026, up from $25bn in 2020.  

With this blistering growth come inevitable challenges. Three challenges stand out. Firstly, 

the science behind infertility is not well understood. This has resulted in relatively low 
success rates for IVF, even after decades of research. Only when we better comprehend 

the biology of infertility can we improve treatments. Secondly, the fertility industry’s capacity 
to meet rising demand is being stretched. Current service models need adapting to increase 

capacity, whilst maintaining equitable access to treatments. Thirdly, ethical and legal 
challenges continue to develop with new scientific discoveries. Legal regulations are in 

place to stop unethical research, but equally, the laws must be lenient enough to allow 
scientific boundaries to be pushed.  

This article expands on the above three challenges to help determine what the future of IVF 
may look like.  

Scientific challenges: furthering our baseline knowledge of infertility causes 
Historically, it has been women who have borne the weight of a couple’s infertility and the 

stigma that surrounds it. This means many people - perhaps unintentionally - forget about 
sperm when discussing fertility. However, causes of infertility can be attributed to female or 

male factors, or a combination of both. It does, after all, take two to tango. Male infertility rates 
are on the rise – sperm counts in men worldwide have halved in the last 40 years. One in 20 

men are now being diagnosed as infertile. Alarmingly, this trend is set to continue. 
Environmental exposure to ubiquitous and unavoidable toxins (such as endocrine 

disruptors in plastics), along with increasing rates of obesity, diabetes, and advanced 

parental age are all wreaking havoc on fertility.  
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IVF is commonly seen as a ‘one-stop-shop’ for pregnancy and an easy fix for delayed 

parenting. However, public perceptions of what IVF can deliver do not line up with the actual 
science. Even the most advanced infertility treatments remain fairly mediocre. Average IVF 

success rates per cycle are only 32% in 30-year-old women, and a disheartening 12% for 
over 40-year-olds. While these success rates have improved in the last decades, the gains 

are marginal and more research is needed. 

For infertile couples who undergo diagnostic fertility testing, about 30% of couples will have 

no cause found. This does not mean there is no cause for their infertility. Rather, it could 
mean that the tests are not yet good enough to detect the problem. To overcome this 

challenge, better diagnostic tools are needed. Novel non-invasive tests to detect infertility 
by measuring compounds in the bloodstream (and therefore saving the patient from an 

expensive and risky intervention) may offer a solution. 

Capacity challenges: adapting practice to meet increasing demands 
Demand for IVF is increasing by 5-10% per year. This steady rise is driven by delays in 
parenthood, increased demand for egg freezing, better funding for non-heterosexual 

couples, and a wider availability of genetic testing.  

The greatest determinant of reproductive success is age. Many people are choosing to 

delay parenthood, and in doing so, may be setting themselves up for reproductive 
challenges. The average age of an IVF patient was 35.3 years in 2018. As a society, we have 

undoubtedly contributed to the delay in parenthood, with women being pressured to delay 
motherhood to stay in the workforce or completing university (a relative downside to the 

feminist revolution, but perhaps a small price to pay). Women can now choose to freeze their 
eggs until they think it’s the right time to become pregnant. This is known as ‘social egg 

freezing' and has increased by sixfold in the UK in the last six years. In fact, big tech 
companies such as Facebook have offered social egg freezing packages as part of their 

employee health insurance schemes since 2014.   

The UK is currently a patchwork of different IVF treatment options. On the public 

side,  Approximately 54,000 patients underwent IVF in 2018, with 40% being publicly 
funded. Further, public funding for IVF is not equally distributed between regions. Whether 

or not a patient receives government-funded IVF comes down to a random “postcode 
lottery” in which their GP’s address dictates how much funding they will receive. An overhaul 

of this system is clearly needed to ensure equal access. This reform is currently being 
promised by the regulatory authorities. If patients choose to go private, they can expect to 

pay up to £5,000 per IVF cycle. New private fertility clinics are being established to meet the 
rise in  demand, with clinics competing for customers by, for example, offering different 

loyalty schemes, or money-back guarantees. Boutique, concierge-type services have 



 

 

sprung up to act as the middle-man between patients and clinics, and IVF centres offer Trip-

Advisor style reviews to help paying customers choose where they receive treatment.  

Automation and artificial intelligence can play a role in meeting demand for IVF. In the future, 

microwave-sized embryo incubators may replace an entire laboratory’s worth of 
equipment. Robotic storage systems for frozen sperm and eggs, as well as a computer-

based selection of embryos, are already a reality. Automation also has the potential to 
transform the patient experience. For example, a company may soon be able to deliver at-

home hormone tests (through a saliva swab), with the results being put into a smartphone 
application that shows the lab results and  generates an automatic personalised treatment 

plan. This will eliminate the present reliance upon “one size fits all” drug prescriptions. 
Caution should be taken, however -  automated technologies are intended to supplement, 

not replace clinician’s advice.  

Ethical and legal challenges: safely pushing the boundaries 
The fast-moving nature of the fertility field has led to new technologies, bioethics, and legal 
regulations struggling to keep pace with one another. Beyond the evidence-based 

principles of scientific research, it is the necessarily subjective debates regarding the ethics 
of fertility treatments that have shaped public discourse on which technologies are 

appropriate, and which are seen as unacceptable. In some cases, researchers have 
exceeded these parameters. For one recent example, look to China’s incarceration of Dr. 

Jiankui, the first published scientist to genetically engineer a human embryo, in 2018. This led 
to almost unanimous worldwide revolt from the scientific community, showing that Jiankui’s 

actions were beyond those deemed appropriate in modern society.  

But that society is changing. There is a large ‘grey zone’ surrounding many fertility 

technologies. Making eggs and sperm from stem cells is theoretically possible. Techniques 
leading to the conception of ‘three parent babies’, with genetic material inherited from three 

different adults, have already been demonstrated as workable. It is seen as legally and 
socially acceptable to use fertility treatment to extend the reproductive life of a woman up to 

a certain age, as seen in the thousands of patients in their early forties who are using IVF to 
conceive. But what about using novel treatments to avoid or reverse menopause altogether, 

essentially stopping the ticking fertility clock? Should we offer these to women in their 
fifties? Sixties? Reversing menopause is not currently possible, but future advances may 

change this.  

Then there is the question of whether fertility doctors are ‘playing God’ and overriding 

natural evolution. Take, for example, a couple whose genetics render them infertile who 
undergo IVF to conceive a healthy baby. That child may well inherit this genetic infertility, and 

be destined to go through their own rounds of IVF later in life. Arguably this couple has set 
their child up for a life of risky fertility interventions, all in order to satisfy their own desire to 



 

 

become parents. Such long-term ethical dilemmas can sometimes be neglected when the 

tunnel-visioned short-term goal is simply to have a child. 

Fertility’s ethical grey zone will always be in flux, but it will never disappear. It is the duty of the 

scientific community to acknowledge this grey zone, try and understand it, and to take 
ownership. Instead of a moratorium on fertility research, high quality studies, alongside the 

formation of appropriate ethics committees, will be critical. This will help safeguard the 
future of research, patients and potential offspring under robust legal frameworks.  

The future of IVF promises to be one of scientific discoveries that will improve live birth rates, 
necessitate rapid business adaptations to meet demand, and grapple with the boundaries 

of bioethics. Still, understanding and overcoming these risks ultimately has the potential to 
change untold numbers of lives, forever.   

  



 

 

How To Create Leaders For The Climate Crisis 

Alexis McGivern 

limate change is an increasingly urgent and complex topic that requires multiple and 

interdisciplinary solutions. As we continue to see the impacts of climate change affect 
us environmentally, socially and economically, it is increasingly evident that we must train 

and prepare the next generation of leaders for this immense crisis.  

 There are a growing number of online courses that seek to achieve the goal of a 

comprehensive climate education, ranging from official University programmes offered to 
the general public to institutionally-led programmes delivered on platforms like Coursera. 

The Oxford Climate Society, the largest student society based at the University of Oxford, 
has been operating the School of Climate Change since 2018. In light of the COVID-19 

pandemic, we scaled up from a small seminar course for University of Oxford students to a 
global programme with over 2000 participants across two iterations.  

 What did we learn about delivering relevant climate education in the digital age?  

 The School of Climate Change (SoCC) is an eight-week course that covers the gamut from 

the basics of climate science through to the policy and legal challenges of climate solutions. 
In its original iteration as a small, in-person seminar series, this course sought to provide an 

opportunity to students at the University who were not studying climate to learn about the 
topic in-depth and meet other climate-minded people at the institution. With the onset of the 

COVID-19 pandemic and our decision to transition online, we had three challenges in mind: 

1.     Overcoming the “climate echo chamber”: social networks where individuals 

share the same viewpoint with one another, reinforcing biases and information;    

2.     Bridging the divide between academics and non-academics, and between the 

“Global North” and the “Global South” 

3.     Moving from an information-delivery model to an action-oriented model. 

 1. Overcoming the “climate echo chamber”’  
 Like other politically laden topics, accurate information about climate change has rested 
inside an echo chamber of likeminded people, where individuals only read content that is 

consistent with their opinions. Academic institutions in particular can unintentionally 
contribute to the divide in the level of knowledge and information between experts and the 

general public by making information inaccessible and hard-to-understand.  
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 In an attention economy, it can be very difficult to avoid “preaching to the converted”: at the 

School of Climate Change, we were very conscious that most people who would be willing 
to give up eight evenings of their time were likely already sensitive to the urgency and 

importance of climate change and climate action. Many online courses, though they 
increase accessibility of information to a wider public, suffer from the same problem: they 

are likely engaging people already invested in the subject area or movement.  

 In our transition online, we sought to leverage Oxford’s strong reputation by underscoring 

the unique opportunity to be taught directly by globally leading academics. In this way, we 
found a percentage of applicants who were enthused by the unusual and time-sensitive 

opportunity to learn from Oxford professors, perhaps more so than the subject area itself. In 
this way, excellence in reputation can help overcome the barriers of subject-specific 

interests.  

 The advantage of delivering climate education outside of a profit driven model meant that 

our syllabus was grounded in academic tradition of balance: for example, we were not bound 
by a funders’ desire to foreground specific climate solutions. In fact, our final session of the 

School in Hilary Term 2021 featured a lively debate between Dr. Myles Allen and Dr. Nick 
Eyre over the merits and demerits of carbon capture and storage and other technological 

solutions to climate change. By covering the subject area through the lens of multiple Oxford 
academics who all view the causes of and solutions to the climate crisis differently, we hoped 

to encourage the idea that the problem is complex and necessarily brings divergence in 
opinion. Instead of framing this divergence as problematic, we underscore that multitudes of 

opinion are fertile ground for more holistic and robust solutions co-created by multiple 
stakeholders.  

 2. Bridge the divide between academics and non-academics, and 
between the Global North and the Global South 
 Knowledge generated in academia is often largely inaccessible to the general public, both 

by virtue of being stowed away in academic journals behind paywalls and being written in 
dense academic language. While SoCC is grounded in an academic institution, we also 

sought to make the content as accessible as possible by welcoming all levels into the course 
and providing preparatory materials in the form of reading lists and previously recorded and 

publicly available lectures in the Oxford Climate Society archives. In addition to the lectures 
themselves, we also created an infographic after each session summarising the main 

learnings, so that participants could easily share the main learnings with friends, family and 
co-workers.  

 Additionally, we felt it was important to leverage Oxford’s global reputation in order to 
encourage a diverse range of participants. Instead of waiting for applications to roll in, we 

actively reached out to community groups, environmental education groups and other 



 

 

academic institutions around the world, with an emphasis on the Global South. While we 

asked for a £10 fee to cover our costs of running the course and to encourage long-term 
commitment, we offered a no questions-asked financial hardship exemption fee to anyone 

who requested it. Not only did this allow us to make the learnings of the course widely 
available, but also enabled meaningful opportunities for people to dialogue and interact with 

one another across geographical divides. This informed and furthered our philosophy that 
long-term and effective climate action depends on connection across movements and 

coalition building. In Hilary term 2021, we had 44% of participants from the Global South, 
allowing us to create rich opportunities for participants to dialogue and interact with each 

other across the world.  

 3. Move from an information-delivery model to an action-oriented 

model for pedagogy 
When it comes to such an urgent topic, it is not enough to provide only information. One of 
the main goals with the School of Climate Change is to create a community of likeminded 

people, whether that is students across the University in small seminar rooms in its original 
iteration, or through Zoom. At the end of each session, we moved into breakout rooms to 

discuss specific prompts related to the session for 30 minutes, allowing participants to 
connect with one another and digest the main messages of the lecture. This, in addition to 

our shared space on Slack, allowed for cross-pollination of ideas and open discussion 
around the complexities of the climate crisis.  

 We also introduced a collaborative capstone exercise into the School, randomly matching 
participants in groups of 5-6 people to co-create a presentation mapping a specific 

environmental problem, its relevant stakeholders and potential solutions. This allowed 
people from different sides of the climate movement to meet and interact with one another: 

for example, one group involved an Indian civil servant, an Italian banker, a former BBC 
journalist and a graduate student from Oxford. This again underscored the importance of 

listening to a diverse set of opinions and ways of viewing the climate crisis to create 
meaningful, long-term and collaborative solutions.  

 Mitigating the climate crisis will require people of all backgrounds, disciplines and 
geographies fully understanding the nuances of the causes and potential solutions to this 

global problem. Action-driven, collaborative climate education must rest at the heart of 
institutions in order to create a generation of informed future leaders who can contribute to 

collaborative solutions.  

  



 

 

Racial Inequity and Disaster Relief: What We’ve 
Learned from US Flood Responses 

Ellen Ruth Kujawa 

hen disaster strikes, it tears the curtain away from the festering problems that we 

have beneath,” then-Senator Barack Obama presciently said in the aftermath of 
Louisiana’s 2005 Hurricane Katrina. Disasters – whether they are public health disasters like 

the COVID-19 pandemic, or environmental disasters like floods – typically accelerate pre-
existing social trends, often intensifying existing inequities. Those who can least afford the 

damage of a flood are more apt to incur it, and they are less able to bear the cost of recovery. 
In the United States, they are less likely to receive federal support to defer it.  

Hurricane Katrina’s 2005 devastation of New Orleans, Louisiana made international 
headlines. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) botched evacuation 

plans and wasted valuable emergency response time in the immediate aftermath of the 
city’s flooding., Temporary housing trailers (primarily issued to displaced Black residents of 

the city) were contaminated with formaldehyde, and these same trailers were too 
lightweight to safely withstand the high winds of subsequent storms in the hurricane-prone 

region. The storm resulted in the deaths of nearly 1,800 people and caused $108 billion USD 
in damage. FEMA was roundly condemned for its response to the hurricane, and for the 

particularly unjust response to Black, low-income, and disabled New Orleans residents.  

This wasn’t the first record of inequitable federal response to floods – criticism of the United 

States’ management of the 1927 Mississippi River floods included accusations that 
displaced Black refugees were met with discrimination and abuse at shelter sites -- And it 

wouldn’t be the last. Allegations of racial and socioeconomic bias followed FEMA after 
Hurricane Harvey struck in 2017. White applicants were more than three times more likely to 

receive recovery funding than Black applicants, and when Hurricane Maria hit in the same 
year, aid arrival was delayed for days and was mismanaged when it arrived. Recovery in 

these locations has lasted years and is still not complete. Thousands remained unhoused in 
Puerto Rico as of 2020, nearly three years after the hurricane made landfall.  

And while these individual case studies are evocative, FEMA’s equity problem extends to a 
far more worrying scale.  

It cannot be said that FEMA is unaware of this problem: how could it be, after a decades-long 
legacy of bias and subsequent public and media outcry? Most recently, a 2020 FEMA 

oversight report to the U.S. Congress found that FEMA’s natural disaster recovery actions 
were unfair: “through the entire disaster cycle, communities that have been underserved 
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stay underserved, and thereby suffer needlessly and unjustly.”  In other words: FEMA’s 

actions are predicated on an unsound policy foundation, and FEMA’s aid allocation 
practices continue to reinforce this foundational inequity.  

So, what can be done to solve a decades-old, deeply rooted injustice? The answer cannot 
be only to conduct and publish further research implicating FEMA; the agency has 

demonstrated that recognition of the problem alone is not enough to solve it. Perhaps it is 
time to consider other solutions, which could empower actors better equipped to ensure 

more equitable recovery outcomes in their own communities. After all, floods are inherently 
local, just as their effects are inherently localised.  

Positive, local-led change can come in the wake of disruptions. After Hurricane Katrina, 
recovery funding poured into New Orleans and the city dedicated huge amounts of money 

and time in flood resilience, while also attempting to increase equity by investing in Black 
entrepreneurship and reforming the criminal justice system. The hurricane prompted the 

city to revise outdated flood mitigation strategies, which had been designed to protect 
against small, regular flooding and were inadvertently harmful in the face of catastrophic 

storm surges. The public backlash to FEMA’s response elevated equitable disaster 
recovery to the forefront of local and national discourse. The hurricane and its aftermath 

prompted a move by the city toward a more resilient, data-driven disaster strategy, and 
enhanced focus on building public trust.   

My intention is not to suggest that the federal government should be uninvolved in disaster 
recovery, be it COVID or floods. FEMA’s emergency response capacity is instrumental: few 

communities have federal-scale emergency infrastructure, personnel, and liquid funding at 
the ready in case of disaster. Increasing resilience and equity on a local level is not a simple 

or straightforward task, and communities may also need to increase their institutional 
capacity – possibly with the support of FEMA – to facilitate a positive recovery, particularly if 

that recovery is to be racially and socioeconomically equitable.14  

It should also be noted that a community-led recovery framework is not a panacea: even 

positive examples of post-flood transformations, like New Orleans’ post-Katrina resilience 
investments, sometimes fall short of their lofty goals. For example, income inequality 

between white and Black residents of the city unexpectedly widened in the decade after the 
hurricane, despite efforts to narrow it.  

But a major overhaul of the federal disaster response strategy, including a shift from federal-
led aid allocation to an increasingly local-led decision-making framework, must be 

considered carefully. Improvement of the federal response to floods in the United States is 
critical now and will be even more imperative as climate change accelerates frequency and 

magnitude of these hazards. The pandemic has boosted the importance and acceptance of 



 

 

mutual aid as a form of philanthropy, pulling relief focus to a more local level; perhaps this can 

be a scale shift for flood recovery and resilience as well.  

“Floods are acts of God,” Gilbert White wrote in 1945, “but flood losses are largely acts of 

man.” In other words, hurricanes will make landfall and rivers will overtop their banks, just as 
pandemics will come and go, but the extent of damage and the speed and equity of potential 

recovery is up to governments, private businesses, and communities. It is clear that FEMA’s 
bias toward whiter and wealthier communities has had long-term, severely damaging 

impacts to life and livelihood. Recognising this bias has not been sufficient to remedying it, 
and new arrangements of aid distribution must be considered. 

Floods – a far more common hazard than pandemics – can provide valuable guidance as 
communities begin the long road to recovery from COVID-19. Environmental and social 

justice is at the forefront of public consciousness in 2021, and discourse has intensified 
around equitable and just paths forward from environmental and social disruption. The 

moment is right for reassessing a flawed, decades-old precedent for flood recovery and 
implementing alternatives to the demonstrably biased status quo of federal aid distribution. 

Encouraging investment in local-level response and resilience capacity will be an effective 
step toward a more equitable flood recovery process. The issues of environmental and 

racial justice intersect in flood management, and climate change necessitates swift action. 
Striving toward a fairer and more equitable disaster response framework has never been 

more urgent. 

 

  



 

 

Meatless Meat is Ubiquitous, but is it Replacing Red Meat?  
Even as meatless meat sales grow, real meat consumption is also 
increasing. Where will Beyond Meat, Impossible Foods and other 

meatless meat companies go next?  

Nehmat Kaur  

ver a year ago, Epicurious, one of the world’s largest recipe websites, stopped 
publishing beef-based recipes — and nobody noticed, even as the site’s traffic 

increased. The world only found out a few days ago, when Epicurious’ editors announced 
the results of its experiment and its new policy – no new beef recipes – on their website. 

Uproar naturally followed, but their statement seemed to account for the most common 
critiques. Not “anti-beef” but “pro-planet,” the editors asserted. 

They’re not the only ones attempting to route sustainability through our plates. At Oxford, 
students made the national news for voting to ban red meat – beef and lamb – from 

university-catered buildings and events. The aim is to improve the University’s efforts to 
combat climate change.  

The numbers driving such decisions are difficult to contest; livestock accounts for nearly 
15% of global greenhouse gas emissions. There are also climate-related costs that come 

with the associated land use, such as the forests that have to be razed to make pastures, 
which sinks red meat to the bottom of the ‘sustainable food’ list.  

Epicurious and Oxford students are far from alone in this line of thinking. Every large food-
related business from Sainsbury’s to Burger King has embraced meatless or plant-based 

meats over the last few years – normalising them via chilled produce sections and flashy yet 
familiar menu boards.  

Venture capital money has poured into companies such as Beyond Burger, a company that 
has managed to create burger patties that brown on the grill and ‘bleed’ like the originals, 

thanks to a (plant, of course) protein called ‘heme’.  

Doing the weekly shopping or scrolling through menus on Deliveroo, one gets the feeling 

that meatless meat is ubiquitous. And it is, in a banal way, as just another item on the grocery 
list. These burgers are every bit a symbol of human ingenuity. Yet, their success lies in being 

accepted as food.  

Data for the US show that plant-based meats have a repeat rate of 63%, which is a testament 

to the design of these products. The care and attention to detail with which they have been 
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created have potentially increased home cooks’ trust in the product, not to mention 

convenience. A regular home cook who wants to reduce their household’s red meat 
consumption can now experiment without having to learn the intricacies of a new ingredient 

(even though that’s exactly what this is). Making meatless meat as close to the real thing as 
possible is an investment in gaining consumer trust. In a way, the design of these products 

even honours the internalised, intuitive skills that home cooks master over years by 
providing them an opportunity to continue cooking and grilling in the same way.  

Meatless meats have, so far, avoided the pitfalls that GMOs and other synthetically created 
food items experienced in the recent past. As consumer preferences shifted towards 

cleaner labels and lower processing, plant-based meats have managed to find a slot for 
themselves in the ‘acceptable’ food category. This assertion is legitimised not only by 

environmental credentials (they all use a fraction of Earth’s resources compared to ‘natural’ 
counterparts), but also thanks to Big Food’s accepting embrace as witnessed by 

partnerships with Burger King, Qdoba, KFC and others. 

At first glance, fast food’s adoption of these meats may seem surprising, or even odd, but it 

is a win-win for both meatless meat makers and the chains. It provides scale for the former 
and incorporates sustainability into the latter’s diminishing popularity. It also helps cement 

an essential part of plant-based meat companies’ branding. They are not positioned as 
health foods or aimed at the converted (vegans and vegetarians), but more for those who, if 

presented with the option, would reduce their red meat consumption by some level.  

The numbers for plant-based meat products bear out the general sense that these products 

have entered the mainstream – the US plant-based meat market grew 45% between 2019 
and 2020 to 1.4 billion US dollars. However, two other data points present cause for pause. 

Meatless meat only forms 1.4% of the market share of total retail meat, and research shows 
that global beef consumption has actually increased steadily over the last few years. In 2016, 

Vox reported, “The retail price of beef has dropped by 22 percent, pork by 7 percent, and 
chicken by 5 percent. So Americans are eating more meat again.”  

The trend has continued; 2020 data from the US Department of Agriculture showed 
increasing consumption trends for chicken, beef and pork, which suggests that people may 

be eating more fake meat, but they’re not replacing the real stuff with it. As several experts 
and commentators brace for a bump in consumer spending, driven by a year of accelerated 

saving and sitting at home, it is worth asking how real and fake meat prices will impact 
consumption and the planet. Widespread changes in food happen over much longer periods 

of time than meatless meat options have been around, and it’s too soon to judge success in 
these markets. An interesting question to ask, though, is where they may go next.  

These meats are only a compelling sustainability-based solution if they are widely adopted. 
So far, brands have played into the mainstream. They are aspirational yet affordable qualities 



 

 

of meat, especially in the American market. Will they stick to the same approach or look for 

ways to lower prices to address food insecure populations in the West? Will they come up 
with different products to find ways to retain their existing markets and capture newer more 

budget-conscious ones as well? 

Another option could be going abroad. Research shows that countries tend to increase 

meat consumption as their middle class grows. More money brings with it the ability to buy 
more meat. Meatless meats, so available in the West, are mostly missing from fast-growing 

economies such as India and China, even though survey findings suggest that consumers 
there may be more open to trying plant-based options than their American counterparts. 

Here, their partnerships with fast food chains may be especially useful, providing them with 
the cultural knowledge and consumption preferences of entirely new and different markets. 

In India, meatless meats may raise provocative questions around religious practices. For 
instance, would Indians who choose to fast from meat and eggs on certain days of the week 

consider such products a convenient workaround? Or would the products’ compelling 
meatiness prove to be too much like the real thing to warrant consumption?  

For decades now, Burger King and its ilk have perfected the art of maintaining their global 
brands while tweaking their menus to suit local tastes. The iconic Whopper comes in lamb, 

chicken, and vegetarian avatars in India, but not in the original beef. Is the Beyond Burger 
going to challenge that business philosophy? Could India’s beloved veggie burgers start 

appearing on American menus? More importantly, will the food industry’s win-win bet on 
sustainability – serving meatless options without reducing meat options – actually pay off? 

The numbers, though early, are not promising. And any attempts to forecast are further 
complicated by the imminent entry of other meatless competitors – lab-grown meat is next 

on the chopping block.  

With rumblings about insect-based foods also getting louder, Beyond Meat, Impossible 

Foods, JUST and others will find themselves facing crucial strategic decisions – to share 
their learnings on how to popularise “unconventional” food with their competitors, or try 

maintaining their lead in the market, but risk losing the pro-planet branding they’ve worked 
so hard to cement.  

These novel products now face the same questions that hang over the heads of much older, 
sturdier businesses – to capture value from the private product they’ve created or let some 

go in the name of public interest?  

Beyond Meat, Impossible Foods, JUST and several others are over the crucial hump of 

consumer trust, but will have to jump the same barriers to widespread adoption and global 
consumption that other mass-produced food companies have faced for years. The question 

is whether the climate crisis, public awareness and venture funding will help them navigate 
to success in faster and better ways.  


